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abittab Ettning *nu.
PADUCAH. KY., TUE DAY EVENING. DECEMBER 10, 1907

VOL. XXII NO. 137

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

ROSE NEGLECTED
FIRST WEEK SALE Two Coffins Ordered at Cadiz to WAR MINISTRY IS It is Now Governor Augustus E.
ATTACKED BY GEN.
Willson, Who Was Inaugurated SOME ESSENTIALS
EXCELLED IN TWO Contain Remains of Night Riders
With Great Ceremony At Capitol TO HIS MARRIAGE
Who Were Picked off by Purs ers STOESSEL TODAY
DAYS THIS WEEK
Carelessly Waited Five Years
Big Parade Feature of Day andiFLEET ASSEMBLED
More Than 300,000 Pounds Report From Hopkinsville
Says Port Arthur's Surrender
After Second Wedding Beg
Hosts of Republicans liather
Come in Monday And Tues- Gives Name of One Dead and
Was Due to Lack of Provisfore Securing Divorce From
at Frankfort to Do Honor to AWAITING ORDERS
day and Situation in West- and One Mortally Wounded
ion and Equipment and
His First Wife, Whom He
Their Chief.
ern District Amicable and By Posse.
Blames Corruption in DepartTO
START
VOYAGE
Married Here,
Satisfactory to All.
Whit for Conditions.
Cook is dying it his hoe in Trig
county.
10. (Special)
'Frankfort, Ky..
seGovertior Willso is to order a
Louisville cOnipar of soldiers to
Hopkrusville,

eft. t•rling Scare,
Mt. Ster art, Ky., Dec. Va. (Spectat)— ere is a report that night
Frankfort Ky., Dec. 10.—Gov. A.
That two of the night riders, who riders
tend to attack this city durD. Willson delivered his inaugural
visited Hopktneville Saturday morn- ing t
Norfolk, Dec. 10.—Sixteen battle- A PADUCAH GIRL'S MISTAKE3
night, and A strong force SO
BUYERS ARE IN FIELD AGAIE ing, were killed and several others
ON TRIAL BY COURT MARTIAL address and took the oath of office at ships lie at anchor in
Hampton
on irbard. Nothing is doing.
was
Governor
Beckham
given
noon.
bulbadly wounded by (be fusietde of
Roads today ready for the
1,4,e00
a
citizens.
by
testimonial
bets fired by the pursuing party of 15
mile cruise. The first stop win be at
The Parade.
Memphis, Dec. 10.—Brought face
headed bp Major Bassett, of the WattTreed:id. Christmas evening, where
While **retest precautions have militia, is the information brought to
St. Petersburg. Des 10.—Generals
The following program for the pa- 16,0800 men will have dinner. All to face with two women to shorn he
been taken by the local authorities to
kerosine!, Took and' Reiss, charged rade and other,eerenionies incidental
Paducah by a prominent tobacco man
battleships are noww ailing for word Is at prevent illegally tuanried and a
The granite curbing for the road- with surrenderiate Port Arthur to We to the Inauguration was arranged by
guard &menet any invasion and vio- who has visited Hopiensvitie and
third from whom he secured a difrom
itooaevelt.
warehouses.
street
Tenth
way of the Veleta park,
elate toward tobacco
Japanese, today attacked the minestry the committee and carried out to the
Cadiz since the reid.
Sorest M. F. Rose, a lumber inspector,
and Broadway, has been received by of war. Thee say the fortress was so letter.
both association planters and buyers
admitted to the polite authorities
The gentleman, whose desires his the park commissioners and will be
here declare that the most amicable
IM-equipped, under prereekined and
Organized clubs of marching bodies Sunday afternoon that he was guilty
The procession farmed an BroadCadiz Sunday
at
was
withheld,
name
Engineer
eoneldCity
them,
of
direction
laid under
relations exist between
poorly built that efiective defense was way Wrote in front of the
of bigamy, only to deny the adultsPuldiel In order as assigned.
night, and said that during the night Washington. The material is Georgia
ering that they are on cesposite ends
impossible. They attribute its condiAssistant marshal.
akin in the probate court yesterday
a.
Square
o'clock
10:30
at
promptly
at.
were
coffins
two
Underan
bought
granite, and it cost only GO cents de- tion to (be war Ministry atid assert
of a buainese dealt; and there Id
As soon as the governor and gov- morning before Judge J. S Galloway,
taking establishment, the purchaser livered
Conerste curbing they think it due igloo to incompetence m., the carriages on the north tette of
here.
neither occasion or desire for vloernor-elect reached the platform the to whom he was applying for a writ
the
street.
Lewis
front
the
on
resting
or the
name
his
give
to
refusing
the
so
cents
laid.
costs from 510 to 7.5
ience in the western distriet. The
than corruption. Ile generals wth street and aligned at the curbing to prooession disbanded.
of habeas corpus. Roes. Was placed
names of the ones for whom the cost of this granite, the lasting qualplanter% would be the first to resent
be sentenced to death if convicted.
under arrest by Patrolman Thomas
persons
the
to
receive
occupy
them:
Inaingeral
Ceremonies.
coffins were intended.
ity. of which is far superior to anyan Invasion from any other district.
Spence at the instance of his first
the
escort
the
in
military
center
Prayer—By
the
of
Rev.
tiling
William
also
authorities
the
that
said
is
It
The
more.
little
else,
is but
The local market bids fair to profit
wife, who was Miss Lena Turner. of
the street with the right resting on Crowe.
have information that two others are park comulissitmers have decided to
by trouble eitewhere, and while there
Paducah. Ky., and who at the time
Ann
Music
street,
and
in
—Second
from
left
to
Regiment
right
Rand.
badly wounded.
defer the concrete work at Lang cir
Is little likelihood of a beyeote buythe following order: Cadets of KenPresentation to Governor Beck- of making the complaint did not
According to repOrte the two that tee until spring
ers say, against the Clarkevtlie disGeorgetown. Kee Dec. lo. (spe- tucky Military. Institute with band: ham by Mayor Hume of written Owe- knew her husband had secured a de
trict, the buy Mg wit1 not be so heavy were kilted were rid:mg in a buggy
cial.) —Henry Youtary was the chief the Segond Regiment band; the cadets atonial on behalf of citizens of Frank- yore*. from her
or vigorous there, and this city will and fell behind those on horseback
No charge was preferred against
witness thin morning in the Powers of Millersburg Military Institute; 60 fort.
afford a better market for the plant- when the pursuit by the poe.se began
him Sunday, and early
yesterday
cape. There was little change in his /eel. spoor to receive the cordage
Musie—Stscond
Rettament
Band.
ers; than those other towns, where the and one received the full charge of a
morning a petitien for a vrrit of hafrom his ibrileer testimony.
story
governor
containing
and
the
govAedrese—By
Valedietory
Governor
biggest deliveries have heretofore shotgun in the back. The gun was
beas reruns wan Illed...and under the
ernor-elects then the cadent
been made. The reason is that this flred by a young man of Hopkinsville
prayer of the petition Rose was rebedew
State
college.
The
marching
Inaugural
address
Govern.»
of
Ilk_ statism 19 considered safe and orderly and well known here. Ttie two
teemed by Judge Galloway, who held
other
than
marching
escort.
the
Wttlson.
and the planters here will receive occupants of the buggy were e1F0
that sufficient time had elapsed for
formed along the eolith side of the
Adminiatratfon of oath of Augustus
shot, the second dying after he had
the police to have secured warrants
higher prices and quicker stiles.
near
as
street
the
Wiesen
E.
the
curbing,
with
Jusgovernor
Chief
by
•tifferMassac.
of
Hocker,
Y
John
Heads of big concerns elsewhere been carried home by comrades.
bormally charging Rose with bigamy
tice O'Rear.
ed a paralytic stroke last week while right resting on Ann street.
had either of hitt wives wished to
have become alarmed, not knowing
The gentleman, bringing the infer.
such
nth°
In
governor
formatio
Music-Rand
Second
Regiment
he
in the field gathering corn. When
the distinction between the western mation to Paducah, said that the r
Prosecute him on that charge.
Benediction—By the Rev. T. S.
reached out to pull an ear of corn tied gsver reor-elsct, the state officials
and the Clarkeville districts, and have sult of the raid has been so tantatitiMarried Here In 1002.
fell uneont and state officials-elect, accompanied Major
and
dropped
he
arm
his
tined Inquiries to their representa- factoia to the leaders of the moveMay fleet; Ky.. Dec. le.—(Special)
HOPP married Miss Turned at Pawas picked up and car- by the committee of escort, receive
He
wipers.
tives. Some tobacco is bet nit con- ment that no more will be attempted. —After being out three dam thentury
ducah on January 7, 1902, and..after
ried to his home in a serious condi- the military settee as the party left
centrated in Paducah, as evidence of It is believed that the Investigation in the $25.000darnage suit of We 'a
living with her for about a year detion.
the
as
the
Rquare.
soon
As
Public
the eorstidence reposed in this com- to be ordered by Governor Willson adindniestrator against the•.Mayniel
serted her. aecordIng to her stategOvernor-eleet
governor
and
were
munity, and the Italian Regie is will result in the arrest and convic- Water and Light company and the
placed in their carriage the military
Chicago. Dec. In.- -State's` Attor- merit to the authorities. Ste did not
bringing tobacco from era far away as tion of the leaders of the mob,
Home Telephone company, brought
knew he had been divorced from her,
formed,
took
the
e•acort
carriage
ney Healey today announced he would
Parte, Teoutt This is not altogether
in a reelect. of $1.000 for the plainthe space proveled for it eel enforce the laws so tar as to close and a week ago wrote to the police
in
place
becaese of danger in other sections.
months ago
Several
Mtn'
tiff.
One Night Hider wad.
asking for intormetion Flitch mtscht
the precession moved in the follow- every saloon in Chicago Sunday.
as a perfected drying machine,is In
lead to the present whereabouts of
-i-nee 1,0. rape- Chaele Webb, while playing around
leopkinwelle. Ky., 44
ing
order:
use here, not found elsewhere. The cial ).—Wil Gray, aged 20 years. a a teephorve pole, struck a live wire
her husband. Then it was that the
Pint
Rorie etellearet has 75 stet- titers at night' Ilider, weir Mite* iv-41w raid and waa }terribly burned, so that he
invesegation was started which had
of
Platoon
city
work this week,
for its culmination the facing of
Saturday morning, and Edward Si. C. died a few 'hours later. His parents
Chief marshal.
Unmet( Deliveries yet.
•
held the Water and Light company
Rose with three women. all of whom
Assistant marshal— adivancest part
mare-teeter Greet, W. 0. W . last said they were married to him, and
Tobacco delveries in this market
and the telephone company at taut
of
composed
escort,
mintary
of
night elected the following officers: each of whom he acknowiedged.
yeeterday and today aggregate nearly
and brought suit for $25.000 dam.
Cadets from K. M. I. and M. M. Ie A. L.
3e0.0(10 pounds, exceeding the first
!fireman, worthy _guardian':
ages." EsepeInts from Paducah and
After leaving the Paducah. wife
with hands.
week's deliveries, and streams of
Mary Houser, worthy aceeser; Mary 'Rose came to Memphis and sought
eisewhere testified. and the cane was
Wickliffe, Ky., Dec. 10.—(Special)
governor ant) governor-elect in Wisong, past worthy guardian; Roshardest fetugbt in the
%specs are coming to town this after)f
one o
employment. He met Miss Carrie
of burglars car
n
riaeges.
ser Jordon, worthy cleA; Pearl Koller, a handsome yeung woman
noon.
in many years. The case —The identrity of a band
number of
114.tne,indtsr of military escort, corn
Rower, worthy banker; Amanda Beck living at 132 Vance avenue, and atBuyers are out from Murray, Fulwent to the jury Saturday at noon. that have broken into a
Wickliffe recently; bas been posed of cadets from the State Col- worthy atendant: Mary ,Wiertman.
her points in thin
ton, Mayfield and
ter an ardent courtship extentnrg
W. J. Webb and Pete Seay repre- stores in.
light through clever work lege with band.
assistant attendant; Etta Berry, over a few nymths, gained the promsection, but none have gone out from
sented:the pletntiff and Gus Thomas brought to
Hawes.
A.
Assistant marshal—State officials Inner sentinel; Will Rose*, outer sens ise of. her hand in marring... The
Padflosh. They are buying some to
and -W. B. Stanfield, the defendants. on the part of Sheriff W.
The verdict 141 $500 against each of of Ballard county, who has arrested and state officials-elect, Judges of the Until; Mrs. J. Houser, pianist: first ceremony was perfeened on- August
bacco, but. not as much as usual.
two of the band and placed them. In court of appeals. city °fantails and die- manager. 3 years. Charley Emery; 31. 1941.4. but the day of her marriage
There has been, no Intimidation practhe defendants.
Jai:. Those arrested are Toni Cole- tingirished visitors. all in carriages. second manager. 2 years. Matt Ca- Mrs. Rose No. 2 learned Of the deticed on the buyers in this detect.
Indications are that the Reritibliman and Julius Harshaw, co:ored,
ble; third manager, 1 Year, Will ception which had
Second Division.
been
practiced
TAFT HANTENINI: HOME.
eses may lose all the offices filled by
who confessed to the robbery of the
Kyle.
marshals
--Band.
Assistant
David Dysart Operated On.
upon her and secured from Hone ao
the general council, since it has been
L.
Batiard Mercantile company, J.
admission that he had never beers
David Dysart* the lleyearsold son learned that seine of the aldermen
Plymouth. Dec. Ie.—The steamer
Hughes & company, Bailey Bros..
of Mr. Paul Ityeare 203 Fountain
divorced from wife No. I. Dieguated
aboard.
Taft
with
Grant,
President
the
of.
some
with
deal
a
have made
at the perfidy of the man, the bride of
avenee, was operated on ey Dr. Stew- Democratic members; to put Demo- touched here today and sailed weet- Mrs. Sparke & Son and George B.
implicate
a few hours left him, and to this day,
art at Riverside hospital yesterday crats 'in as license inspector. sewer ward. The secretary was so much %Verde' store. The neggoee
has never resided with hen.
afternoon for appendicitis. David Is and sanitary inspector. An effort is affected by big mother's death that two white men, who are being looked
for by the sheriff. A greet deal of
doing as weil as ean be expected.
reand
visitors
receive
to
refused
Get Divorce This Year.
he
of
membem
being made by some
goods and over $20.0 in money has
It was not until November, 19o7.
both parties to enter into a parte mained in his agate room.
been stolen from the stores entered.
that Rose bethought himself to we
caucus for some places and into a
seems
to
deal for othere. The result
cure a divorce from the wife he left
and Norway. He believes that the
he chaos. Friends of those Remain
behind in Padurah, Ky. Probably he
It is Not known What Direct- destinies of the two people are united would not have thought of it then,
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 10. (Special.) cans, who are to be turned out,
one
be
should
united
they
and
under
the fate that he wart already
—C. M. Barnett was chosen by Audi- naturally repent what they consider
A stag dinner will be enjoyed at
ions His Efforts Will Take flag. Whit farm his endeavor far a despite
retaliate
of
guilty
bigamy, had he net been at
tor- elect Jetties to be fire mamba). party tveachery; and may
6:30 o'clock tele ever., by the mate
union will take is not known at presagainst the caucus nominees for othsucceeding Mott Ayres.
But He Will Bide His Time ent MKS It Is too early to prophesy. that time considering taking unto
members of the cdngregetion of the.
himself a third wife, which he did
er positions; whet, the Democrats,
First. Presbyterian, eh ri relP in the parThe feeling in, Norway apatite
Act.
to
discriminated against in the des)
Just seven days after the divorce delors of the church, where tables will
Sweden has somewhat disappeared,
made with the Repnblican.clique, are
cree was entered, on the late day of
spread.
be
Norwegians
rine
the
devoted
although
just as bitter. It appears that Bob
the mouth.
to King Harakon, their new ruler. It
Hicks, Democrat, is the choice of the
It was In the apartments of hie
Reynolds
10.--Col.
Dec.
Goldfield,
Stec-kb-rem, Dec. V.1 --All Sweden 13 believed. however, In time King
Democrat Coalition for liItcpubliren
third
wife, who was Mies Jewell P.
was bowee In mourning today over Gustav wil approach the question in
today refused to grant the demands
cense inspector. A Franke, their
Chadwick, at 226 South Main street,
The
body
sovereign.
its
of
will
the
of indrividual crweere that he send *von
favorably
that
death
appeal
stock
the
in
i
manner
a
Warted
Fire, twhicie
was effected.' Rose
choice for sewer Inspector, and
was embalmed and it to the Norwegians anti perhaps result that his arrest
diers to their mines ,Thursday to
Georgetown, Kr., Dee. 10 (See- rootn of the Bisnya.rek- Cigar com- of King Oscar
Democrat, sanitary
to Marion,
Gaither,
Chadwick
John
escorted
Miss
that the arrangerhents 1.1 the joining of anew the Scandirsaguard them for reopening. They debeth cial.)--Hiram Owner, of Knox coun- pany, on the second floor of P. /3.1 is understood
The terms of
Inspector.
Ark., on the third day of this yerm
completed
be
not
will
funeral
dared they feared the mines would
the
for
people.
and
vian
street
Third
building,
Gaither and Robert Lax expire, but ty, was sent to jail for SO hours for Johnson's
and they were married. His marriage
be dynamited, but Reynolde. took the
avenue, at g o'clock last for a fortnight. King Gustav took
Lax is to be allowed to go by the contempt of court for causing to be Kentucky
c'rtineftte wit,* produced .at the court
position that there has been nothing
destroyed the cigar up the duties of monsircei today.
board, white a deal is to ho made for sent out the story that Judge Breath- night practically
house yesterday, as were the records
In' official circles it is unde-ratopd
and stock.
to justify the belief and it would be
equipnignt
Mr, Oalther. The general odeacil itt Is to take the provecutem of the company's
of his marriages to trivet; 1 and
efevery
make
will
Gustav
troops,
King
that
for
send
to,
him
impossible
$1,800.
will be called by Mayor Tenser in Goebel trials out of the common- veined at about
The Paducah Mrs. Rose arrived its
• intlesse actual violence is done. PriHenry Mammen's 'book binding ea. fort toward a reunion of Sweden
joint steniori Friday night, PO far as wealth's hands. It fir CIRIITIPti the
Memphis Sunday morning and burvate guards around the mines will be
ned to the police station, where she
rem known, and a lively time is story was sent out to intimidate wit- tablishrnent on the illst floor was also
inereased. Celeste strike-breakers arc
nesses.
damaged about $200 by water. The
promised.
was informed of her former hmeniend'a
WEATHER.
THE
brought in, it does not appear that '
cigar company eetrierd shout $1,500
escapades since leaving the Kentucky,
there will be enough men to reopen
insuranee. while Mr. Mammeres Toes
town, lie was arrested in wife No.
the mines.
is fully covered.
3's room by Patrolman Spence, who
•
Just how the fire started is a mysbrought him to the police stations
tery, though it Is supposed' a coal
where he was conte-mted„,by wives
rolled from the stove. The place was
1 and 2, and in a few minutes the
Central City, KY., Dec. I(1. (Site- latest addition entered.
burning briskly when the department
from central station arrived and
Rote did net appear to be the
eial.)--eobbers entered
the posiblinding was
-pinged. and coolly answered
Thgcatl bon of Bernard Thom, looked as though the
Qarly this morning and least non
of justice being
example
here
striking
t:Once
A
Henry Clay hove was tried on et
but in a few seconds after a
the questions whet were put to him
administered is shown which was forte ed by his non-ap- doomed,
exPeditiousev
dynamited the safe. They secured
into the
writ of lunacy before Judge Reed in
lei the authorities.. lie admitted that
tfi ease was called, line of 'hose had been rue
mern
collet records of the CROP of pearance when
Wren in money and stamps and es- he was guilty of bigamy and was
under
it
had
circuit court this morning, and WWI& in the
firemen
the
bending
ne by B. E. Thom.
Washington, colored, charged NOS paid this
George
ordred sent-to the asylum fior the incaped on a train, going toward Lou- promptly locked up, while all three
complete control.
a sack of flour front H. lather of the young man. The bond
sane at Hopkinsville. (Jove was nar- with stealing
women left the pialcie station, sadder
mannfactured
tor
stock
the
All
isville.
$200.
was
to
amounted.
Washington
store.
rested by the police Fast Werinetelny P. Hawkins'
wiser. Early yerterclay morning
but
completely
was
handing
the
In
Sunday by the police on the
Riley Pitman pleaded guilty to a goods
for koing to the Nprth Twelfth Street -arrested
'the writ of habeas corpus was sought
the raw material was
derstroyetewbile
jury
grand
the
to
held
tales.
by
obtaining
‘tt
money
was
charge
Drenthe Church and building a fire in charge and
and on a hearing Rose was released
yesterday morning. In pretense and was sentenced to three ruined by the fire and water. A box
a Move during the night. , While In by Judge Cross
by Judge Galloway, Aenistant Atlern
just
bad
wrappers
Sirmmatra
of
grand jory brought motels in the convey- ealit
the city jail be ref tire to 'mattresses the afternoon the
torney-General Kortrecht represented
Five hundred new empty
received.
lie
morning
this
and
Indictment
Albert Fleeten, the stationary entre
in his cell and (Arne near suffocating In an
10.—Whear, 99; the police department, but his mitten
St .Loule,
one Month neer., who cut Conductor M. V. Good- boxes were received yeeterday and
trqni the heat. He Was rent to the was tried and sentenced to
flonsinwere held tor naught by the
corn, 63; often, 55.,
fire is
Place
the
where
the
near
were
man on a . Third street, car several
county 'Jail and Sunday set fire to in the ("aunty pet.
return
originated.
to 1'
supposed'
the
of
aequitted
tree
Smith.
lenses
ereeka ago, was tined MO..
• the mattress to nla cell there. An
:
VVI"
741.2°
.1.e.nowirearawelliniver -thw
!Assents:glen* _.,Ettleineen Pete
attractant_ will he ;past Jram,_the veWidow fietat r2.0.92;.,
Charlet) Lee wee fined $2h for building, wits
"
agricultural department anonunstert
- owned. by Mr. P., B.
tieitu.maljaiL
w.o_vowerr
,nowed
nee_iosth
,..7erli
ve evr1:14pr
Gi bent.141
lum to accerepany Love.
gelAtit.
V••••••••••rt
banker of Olive--"'▪ "
uc on
lirttitr tefiffftr-inff firohaigy
ntnitte Orsthe
s
psiIn ,
M.
—more
of cotton in the United Staten for camp. W. 0 W.. today paid $2,000
rend out and the eesday. (Nedra tonight.
in
.tt
the
adjourned
o'clock
court
Hightet
titiots
weh
'
him
on
advancing
Morrong,ah, Dec. 10.—Seventy-s1x man, who was
63; lowest to. 1007. equivalent to 11.674.000 bales life insurance to the widow of Sam.
went wild,teen brehorrow morning, the docket deers and wale of the second story tempernture yesterday,
bodiet'were recovered front the mines a chile -end that the bullet
of five hundred pounds, gross Weight tie! Beadles, late city jailer-elect.
listy, 3e.
for today having been completed.
eMghtly burned.
Gibeen.
struck
and
early today,

YEISER PARK CURB

YOUTSEY TESTIFIES

JURY OUT THREE
DAYS BRINGS IN
SMALL VERDICT

STRICKEN IN FIELD

WILL CLOSE SALOONS

CONFESS THEFT
AND IMPLICATE
SOME WHITE MAN.

MANCHESTER GROVE

ALL OFFICES MAY
c.o.nt
GO TO DEMOCRATS
AT JOINT SESSION

KING GUSTAVE WILL MAKE ENDEAVOR
TO RE-UNITE NORWAY AND SWEDEN

,NEW_FIRE MARSHAL

A STAG DINNER

GOLDFIELDaSITUATION

BISMARK CIGAR
COMPANY BURNED
OUT LAST NIGHT

TO INTIMIDATE

ROBBERS LOOT P. 0.
AT CENTRAL CITY
OF $1,500 TODAY

HENRY CLAY LOVE
IWILL GO TO ASYLUM

:f

Speedy Justice Meted Out Today

• Market.
Grain

r:

•

•

111
14).stkliellbse.eso
PIGE TWO'
01

TI LE PADUCAI I EVENING SUN

ALL INTEREST IS FOCUSED
ON CHRISTMAS
And what line of business would you say receives most
attention? Guess Jewelry, and you'll guess right. It
occupies first place in the hearts of all---young and old.

Don't Let Our Display
Escape You
Months ago we decided to be in position to say to Christmas Shoppers--here is a Christmas Jewelry, Display, that, for size, for variety,
for merit, for generous display, DEMANDS your attention.

Now We Say it---and Every Word of it
is the Truth

'11 Lett ti', IMICCESIBI It 10

THEATRICAL NOTES
The Red Mill was first produced
at the Knickerbocker theater, New
York, in September, 19.06, where it
ran without interruption aintil June
:lu, this tear, when Mr. Dillingham
stopped the run to give the players
S month's rest before beginning an
engagement August 5, at the Grand
opera house, Chicago, %here it ti -k,
perfortnedt every evening and
two
afternoons each week until November 2, when it was compelled to terminate a run that would easily have
equalled that at the Knickerbocker
in order to make way for Mr. Mantell.
The company moved to the
Colonial, .Boston. where a home WKS
secured until yebruary 1, if arrangements came tobe made for a longer
period. After the Boston run the
company will return to New York to
finish out the season and will Prob,ohly again be the summer attraction
at the Grand opera house Cliicago.

"••••••

Box of Engraved Stationery or 100
Visiting Cards Make Ideal Gifts
100 Canto and Plate
Old English, shaded
French Script

-

$10
$3.00
$3.00

Eniratted Stationery
Two qui reit of monogram paper and fifty envelopes

$1.25

prettiest samples of the engravers' artyou ever saw.
Let us show you the/

THE SUN

there? It's across from the Cate
When "Coming Thro' the Rye" Boulevard, and every evening those
corues to the Kentucky it will intro- men and women who will never leave
duce to Paducah for the first ttmo the house until they are carried out
Frank Labor, one of the cleverest in a casket gather at the windows
musical comedy stars in the countrY. and enjoy the stray strains of music
Labor was little known east of the, that aria In at the windows, or the
Rocky mountains before he was given glimpse of haedsomely gowned womwhat seemed to be a part second or en going in and out of the cafe. Yes,
third in iroportante in the first pro- I go there to be cured of the blues,
duction of "Coming Thro' the Rye" for *hen I talk with these people
at the-Chicago opera house. summe, and.see what brave faces they turn
before last. On the first night Labor,. upon what is left of life for them I
made both management and audience realize how small were the things I
"tilt up and take notice" and since thought troubled me. I talk to them
that time has been the feature of the, and tell them jokes and sing and
uroduction which has had very sac dance for them, and when I leave
cessful runs in New York, two re- they thank me, but I always thank
turn engagement& in Chicago of nine them and they look mystified. Mys,
weeks and now playing week stands thanks are genuine. They have done
in the larger cities after a two more for me than I for them. For I
months' run in Boston, where it open rtierely entertained them, but they
cured my blues
ed the new season.
•

Give‘Us'a Share. of
Your
1-=1
NSURANCE=1
E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
A

Phone 358.

Phone 765,

(All Kinds of Insurance

j

Take your time to view our showing prices; find out all you wish about
everything in which you are interested. It's none too soon to do the
choosing. We are glad to lay aside all selections. .•

MR. CHARLES W. SPILLMAN
would be considered a madasau is ev.Rothwell a Master Conductor.
To the Hoarders.
GOF:ti ABROAD FOR REALM. ident. liqw horribly painful such a
Value of a conductor's personality
Say. you,
condition."Hell could invent no greatover a large body of musicians is well
With a dollar br two,
Mr. Charles W. lapillmarr, who has er torture than that of being charged '
`ilustrated in the results credited to
ft
Or three or four.
been a traveling salesman for C. H. with abnormal weakness on itreditnt
Walter Bothwell, who directs Henry
Or a whole lot more,
Rieke & Sons wholeatthe dry goods of being abnormally strong.
W. Savage's "Madam Boterfly" orStuck away, don't knock;
store, has resigned his position aid
In like manner, nothing can be
chestra. Puccini's 'flowery and seTake that money out of your sock
sill leave in a few weeks kir a tour
_thee -tizat_g_ _very__ generous._ ductisos—saaaia—trow—tkesee-heisat-i-its1--European countries. He intends visit- spirit—truly feeling what
,lapaneso opera demands an authoriall -merely
It's as,oafe as the nation,
ing the resort at Baden Baden. Gisti- professo—must Inevitably find
tative man at the chair, and Mr.
Itself
And, by beck!
magy, to he treated for rheumatism, misconceived in every direction—it
Bothwell 1$ everywhere couceded to
s
You daren't say that is going to with which he has been afflicted
some Motives misipterpreted.—Edgar Albe a master of the baton. The folwreck.
time. Mr. egillflman has -been success- len Poe.
lowing tribute to his, genius and to
Circulate it; let It go OUL
ful in, his business career and has
the fine orchestra as' well, apPeaZed
Aqd move about,
built up a large business for the firm.
in the Buffalo Express after the secDelaware's Oldest Man Dead.
And you'll mighty soon see
ond appearance of "Madam ButterWiilmiligton, Del., Dec. 10.—Be-Restored commercial activity.
PILES
CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
fly" in that city:
lay, hoarders, what's scaring you,
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to keve to be 110 years laid. Charles
"Under Conductor ifothwell the
anyhow?
large orchestra
cure any case of ItchIng,Blind, Bleed- Lyons. the oldest man in Delaware,
pronounced every
You ought to know that what
value of the splendid score. Occa
ing
yesterday at the home of his sonor Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 died.
yourselves
lou're doing enow to save
atonally there was too much emphadays or money refunded. 50c.
In-law, Dennis O'Neil?, 516 Host Sixth
Will send us all to pot;
FIRE CAPTAIN ENDS HIS LIFE.
sis, as in the crash that brings with
street. Lyons never wee serionaty iii
You're letting Panic chase away
all the thrill of brazen percuaision the
The Fate of the Greatest.
in his life, and death was due'to genYour business confidence,
duet at the close of the *rot act to Its
Elgin Official Places Muzzle Between
I have sometimes amused myself eral debility. He was born at Cork,
And paralyse your eaergies
erotic climax. Plome over-accentuaTeeth and Pulls Trigger.
by endeavoring to fancy what would Ireland, and for many years lived in
And dope your common sense.
tion of the 'Japanese' rhythms and a
be the fate of an individual gifted, County Kerry, where he worked
Loosen up; loosen up:
in
tendency to exaggerate the abundant
Elgin. Ill., Dec. 10.--Charles C. UNTIL
or rather accursed, with ap intellect the copkoer mines. On June 5,
Put your money where
YEAR FROM OBTAINING
1883.
lights and shades made the music a
Joachim, aged 43, captain of the hook
very
far
superior
to that of his race. lie came to America and made his
Its bound to give the thiag a start
DIVORl'E.
trifle feverish: but throughout It was
and latider truck of the Elgin fire deOf course, he would be conscious of 'borne at/Wileningtoo. He
And make it go for fair.
always was
a
conduction
partment, committed suicide by uhoot
glowingly dramatic, and With. every businees
his superiority; nor could he (if oth.- active despite his great
end alive,
age, and
It would take a musician of nothing
ing himself at his home today at
erwise
constituted
as man it) help /smoked a pipe every day of hal, life.
With stock and crops to burn,
less
than
the
most
Joachim placed the muzzle of Illinois Judge
unusual
noon
power
to
!tenders Decision
manifesting his catiseiousnesa. Thus He 1s-survived by.four sons
They save the continual writing
If you will put your money in
and two
marshal the choirs of instruments
a shotgun between his teerh and
Which May Affect Many Marhe would make himself enemies • at daughters, thirty-two
You're bound to call the turn.
grandchildren
over the same thing. They are
through
milled the trigger. He believed
that exquisite passage preried Couples In State,
all
points
And
since
his opinions and fifteen great-grandeblidren. His
Say,
ceding the first entrance of Butter'
not expensive. Send us an order,
friends were slandering him and was
and speculations would widely differ wife died three
You've seen a cloudy day
years ago, at the age
as Mr. Bothwell managed it. Camdespondent. It is thought he was
When yOu knew the sun was up In from those of all mankind—that Ate of 90.
panini.
Conreld's
temporarily insane when he shot
conductor in
Prices Right.
the
the sky.
Nashville, Ill., Dec. 1O.—Jude work dwells with no surpassing tenOnly One "BROM° QUININE," that is
himeelf.
Charles T. Moore, of this city, one derness upon the slow, limpid. ar- But it couldn't shine till the clouds
rolled
by.
Of the presiding judges of the third petit given out by the harps and the
on every
TO PREVENT THEIERIP
Could it? Of course not.
Judicial circuit, has just made a 'rul- muted strings at this juncture.
Cm's.a Cold in One Day. Grin ht 2 Days
IPS/Ntiox
. 25c
/X
osie
llb S Tterd St
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE rePhases 358
And that's what
ing in the divorce case of Mary C.
In the reading of the hysterical
•
moves the cause. To get the genuine,
-7—
you
with
trouble
the
Is
Biby against William C. Biby in the moments of the second act Mr. Bothcall for full name and look for elgnaPerry county circuit court, of Pluck,- well was notably restrained:- 'His Let your mimes' get through
ture of E. W. GROVE. 25c.
[townie, which, if carrieZ out, will kradual diminuendo, fading quietness From where it Is hid;
effect hundreds of Illinois couples in the pathetic close where motif af- Get down the Jar and take the lid.
Holy Mother! lioly Mother!
clouds aside,
Retribution.
married in thepast.
ter motif and harmony after har- Push the
In the dark I fear.
Mrs. Biby was granted a divorce mony depicts the faithful watch of Let your money shine;
I visited a school one day where
Light me with thy shining eyes,
Is now open in new quarters.
Bible instruction was part of the last May and was married Mx days Cho-Cho-San In the cold dawn, was Lend a hand,
Open day and night.
13e thou ever near.
AND
daily course.•and, in order to test later in St.'Louis to Eleania Felts, -of triqheridous.
Panic
et-offing out of
the children's knowledge, asked this city. Judge Moore upon hearing
"As to the tragic close. where alti- Kick the
Holy Mother! Holy Mother!
some questions. One class of little of the marriage rescinded his former tudes of threnody that bring the full Down the whole line.
•
Call thy little son,
girls looked particularly bright, and rttlIng and withheld his final decision orchestra by dolorous and mysterious See.
Bid Him bring me praying dreams
business!
I asked the tallest one: "What sin until this term of court, when he die- fragmentary themes. depicting her re That's
Ere the night be done.
—New York Wor'..1
did Adam commit?"
Missed the case, leaving the complain tura to the Buddhistic religion, after
ant still legally married Lo Biby and having forsworn it for that of her
-lie ate Jorbidden fruit"
Call the Angels, call them early,
!Subscribe for The ea.
"Right. What tempted Adam'?" Illegally married to Pelts,
Christian American lover, the orchesBid them fly to Thee.
-Eve."
Under the ruling of the new Ilir- tral subjection was remarkable. Such
One to call the little birds,
"Not really Eve, hut the serpent. nols law divorced persons cannot re- conducting le a lesson in the Intellee
One to waken me.
marry within a year, but they have tual and complex score."
And how was Adam punished?"
—S. Weir .Mitchell, in Everybod
The girl hesitated and looked con- eluded the provisions of the law
by
Magazine.
fused. Behind her a little ii-year-old going to other states to have the
To secure "The Merry Widow" as
who raised her . hand and said: nuptial knot tied. In his opinion the opening attractIons
at his new Ly- urpiesed at "Please, 1 knont."
Motif--Oh. Pat.' I'm s
Judge Moore states that the com- ric theater in Rome, Y , Frederick
proposin' to me yer first vife
"Well, tell us; bow was Adam pun plainant entered into another mar- Luescher paid to
Henry W. 43Iae.
only dead a month!
riage contract before she was legally 61.500, the biggest guarantee
lithe& "
on thePat—Sure. Molly, sthe's as dead as
"He had to marry Eve."—Montre- separated from Biby and before the atrical reterd for a "one-night
stand •
The Original New York
iver she'll be—Puck.
decree was approved and entered on The price was paid for the
al Star.
Chicago
the docket and while that term of, company, which is now
Production of
playing at
We have put in and
eoort was still in session. Further- the Colonial theater.
always shall carry
moke, be says, that she violatea the
statute "byremarrying contrarf to
fresh
stocks of the •
May
Irwin vias asked for a cure
In home talk
the provision of the contemplated del for
the blues. She prescribed with
famous "Original
"Kidney tensible" is inflammation of the kidneys without albumen.
cree which states that no divorcee
the usual Irwin quickness:
"Bright's Disease" is inflammation of the kidneysith Albumen.
Allegretti Candies."
person shall remarry in less than
"First remove the cause," she reIn each the real trouble is INFLAMMATION OF THE KIDNEYS, twelve months.
it
comes in the half,
sponded. "When people are melanhence a cure for one must be a cure
other. There hes been no (Lute
one',
two, three and
choly
it
is
because
the
letter
'I'
has
for either.
The Wise Virgin.
ben enlarged. I know men and wofive pound; bozes,
But many kidney troubled people get well!
The old man laid down his news- men whose letter I. as they
Prices:
at* It.
True—because Inflammation of the kidneys un'ess severe commonly pa per.
and shiRments are
Is
that
long."
25e,
• A beautiful story of heart interest,
36c,
Mise.Irwin
50c, 75c, $1.00
measured
gets well at first. Hut if it does not yield early and the inflammartion .0
received three times
"My chikl," he said to the fair the distance between hand and
Seats on say Wednesday,
hand
bristling
persts,
te
the real trouble begint.
with brilliant wit.
girl in sables, who had just come in, of arms stretclied
a week. het us have
at her sides.
/You tan see why kidney disease has been incurable and why the her sheeke
•
pink and her eyes shin- '"When I get the hltses I
go to tbe
your Christmas ordeaths have riven to over 170 per day—up to the discovery of Fulton's ing
from the frosty air "my child, I Home for the it'
Renal Compound there was nothing known that would reduce inflammation RLII unspeakably shocked
ders now.
and grieved
in the kidney tissues.
Your mother informs me that you
The old kidney medicines were a misconception, Irraating the in- are engaged to five
young urn at
flamed kidneys to renewed efforts instead of allaying the inflammation, once."
some 'of them being actually harmful. Result—phywicians have
abanBut his daughter laughed and patdoned them.
Countless
ted his shoulder in reassuring fashNo matter whether you call it "kidney irou'ble," "Nephritie." or ion.
Coudhs
With
•
"Bright's Disease," if it ha§ been hanging on a few months recovery can
"Dear, old stupid dad: it's all
In
'3..1 I •
..:•
I,
eie only, hoped for through this specific. It has., a proven efficiency in right." she field. "They're football
rl, t:ve
t$1
tI
Li
nearly 87 per cent of all cases. It Is the only thing known that controls players, and at the end of the
0,
,t) Tr,
As Maverick Brander,
sermon
r P
tr
, L. r,f
inflammation in the k,dneyis, Which is the real difficulty with kidney trou- I Phan wed the survivor."
•
'
re
d •
Slither Phone No. 77.
vu
bled People.
"Oh," said the father, and his
C‘.1 • 11., .•
Literature mailed free.
As Bossy,
brow clearing, he resuntd his read(.1 mars. Ile
•
JOHN J. FUT:TON CO., OAKLAND, CAL., ,
{
Ins —New Yor Press.
Holiday boxes of line
And
All
the
Old Favorites
At
Drug ate, 2.0 Cents
,
scats an ;Alc Monday.
porte4 a,atd doemestie
W. B. M*PTITISlONJPAIIVCAIT7---------Great
The
Political Satire. l'rices
We rad all stan any amount of
. ......
25C to 41.00
rigors.
•
agent. Ask for Hi Monthly BuliPtin ot
recoveries. I ceeeelt when. Ire our ewn,
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The Jeweler

333 Broadway

CANNOT MARRY

Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps

Laxative Brom° Quinine

The Diamond Stamp Works

e ,„

PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123'South Second.

The Original

Allegretti Candies

The KeAnttocky
THURSDAY

INFLAMMATION OF THE KIDNEYS

December

Geo.Ade's Master Piece

...THE,.

,County Chairman

art be

Monday

PI.SO'S CURE

Gilbert'sDrug Store
4th and Broadway

December

HOYT'S

JEXAS STEER

FRANK M. R.EADICK
NINA WILBER

▪

•

7COUGHS....COLDS

a.

PAGE

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

THREE

CONGRESS HOLDS
SHORT SESSION

Senate Calls Upon Cortelyma for Interm:elm' Regarding Recent
Issue of Panama Minds,

Vhildren
DIAMONDS
Aside from their beauty and deserved popularity as
ornaments, are a safe investment, You :an get your
cone out of them at a moment's notice. V*Oe can sell
you a beautiful, spArkling diamond of the most pronounced purity, in any setting desired.
And, after all, a diamond is the ideal gift for
Christnias, It represents a permanent value, a consideraticzn for the r(cipient- -which nothing else expresses so well. At thi; store, you have a range of
prices which meets almost any demand.
Diamond
iliamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond

•
$10 to$1000
Rings
Brooches
• $5 to $500
$10 to $750
Studs
▪ $2010 $150
Bracelets Screws
S30 to $300
Ear

J. L. WOLF
JeWeler
You Seen'the Silver Sert.rie for the Gunboat
Paducah? It is now on Display at Our Store,

Have

Ruth Click, three times, one bullet
piercing her heart. killing trr inehet litmetelf
He
then
ittantly.
through the7head and lies-dying at
the city hospital. The tragedy oc•
curred on Bilbo avenue, in the home
SUetorNVY
BY
WILL BF. GIVEN
of a negro, where Mrs. Click had
PERINTENDENT.
taken refuge. „
Domestic troubles are assigned as
the Cause. Mrs. Click was an unExaminations for state college and utuelly handsome woman, about 23
years old, and had been divot-6(d
Normal School .Ire An- ,
from a former husband. She and
neuueed.
click were merried lase July vend
went to Memphis toserrve. She returned. to Nashville two weeks ago,
going to the home of her father. W
County School Superintendent
5, Billington, has announced an ex- N. Bilbo. a wealthysreal estate ownDee er. Click returned lase night and at
amination to e.held
tct ap- Ms request Mrs. Click met him on
cember 21, to secure Saturday,'
peiptment to the State Normal Bilis° avenue near the scene of the
school at Bowling Green and to the killing. After a hitiet conversation
state normal department at the State with him she suddenly ran, with
College at Lexington. Mr. Blilleg- Click pursuing her. Her flight ended
ton has ten appointruenls to the In the rear room/of the dwelling of
Howling Green college and four at Sallie Hughes, colored, and there,
the Lexington sebool. There prob- with no witnesses, the shooting ocably will he a number pf applicants cutred.
for the appointments. FT? tuition
is given those securing tee appoifftmetes, which are given according to
the grades made by the applicants.
Physicians Pronounce Illness Not.
Serious.
•
ITURDERR.WIFE,
.COMMITS SUICIDE.
New York, Dec. 10.-1n the midst
..,of a speech at the annual dinner of
Oink (lick, Whose Wife Had Left the Minnesota tooiety of New York
' Author of Tragedy.
last night, Frank Kellogg, of St.
'
Paul, Minn, who is the prosecutor in
Nashville, Tenn.. Dec. 14.—Tbis the Standard Oil case, suddenly faintseftiernoon Frank Click, a machinist, ed. He was removed to an ante25 years did, shot his Nrife, Mrs. scorn., where later he was revived. It
__,
_____
was at first feared that the illness
was serious, but physicians who attended him soon afterward announced
ookreS
that Kellogg had been overcome only
dal]
temeaoraelly by- fatigue due to overwork, combined with an attack of indigestion. ,

SCHOLARSHIPS

.,

7

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
to have a suit made
toaorder for

$25.00
for Christmas

SOLOMON

Washington, Dec, 10.—The senate
was in session a little mere than an
hour yesterday and adjourned until
today.
Liple business was transacted beyond the introduction of bills. Beet).
lutions'calling neon the secretary of
the treasury for informatton concern
lug the recent bond issue of the government came up, but in the absence
of Aldrich their consideration was
postponed until another day.
Tillmaa introauced a, reSolutioteenstructleg the committee on filaance
to latveettgate the recent bond Issues
but the absence of Aldrieh, will be
urged as the reason why they alexi
should not be acted upon today.
The house adjourned at 12:10 anti! Thursday without transacting any
business beyond the introduction of
bills. It was stated authoritatively
that the Nose committee will not be
announced this week. ,
In the senate today Platte, of New„
Yorke- introduced a bill for nationai
supervision of corporations. It establishes a bureau of incorporation,
which shall hold supervision over
corporatiens whose business is carried on in two or more states.
A bill was introduced by Nelson.
allowing national banking associations to loan their funds on real estate and lends to one-third of the
value.
Burrows introduced a bill provld
Mg that all survivirg_effleere ecif_the_
volunteer army of the Civil war on
the retired list to receive one-half Pay
on the last rank held in service, and
three-fourths pay at the age of 7e.
In the house today Hall'( South 'Da
kota), introduced a bill removing the
duty from iniports of lumber, whether dressed or rough.
makingTht
'MaCondrey I Missouri
a felony punishable by imprisonment
of from two to five year or allied to
publish or circulate any false or
misleading advertisements.
Fulton (Oklahoma). prohibiting
the mailing of any statement of margin-or other stock wagering transaction, and making It a felony under
the interstate commerce law to utilize the telegraph ,for that +mellow..
Directing secretary of the Interior to
at once place on the pensioe roll
names of 'all survivors of the Civil
war, regulars or 'volunteers, who
served. at-least sixty days, and so increasing the pensions that no such
survivor shall receive less than fio)
monthly.

Have you written Santa Claus a letter and
mailed in his box Ip front of our store—
just on inside of door when you enter, to
the right F He will arrive Saturday afternoon at 3:30 in his auto and will bring with him a
present for all little boys and girls who are down to meet him.
But to be sure that he brings yours and will know what you
want for Xmas, write him 'your letter and come down at once
and put in his mail box, then he will be certain to remember
you. He Will be in he east window every afternoon ati 4
o'clock until Xmas..

`One Acur

to 11 'O'clock

Stu( liour- Xmas liandicerdtieis
This is the most choice assortment of patterns, the best materials and
best values you have ever had offered you; then consider the prices, they
will save you at least one-third of what you are accustomed to paying.
They are in a separate department arranged for,your CON enient buying.

Xandkerehiers
50 dozen inatee ti inch hem' embroidered all over
Handkerchiefs, special, dozen.
50C
100 aozen Ladies' Embroidered Edge and Hemstitched
Handlitirchiefs, neat patterns, a manufacturer's seconds of a high grade handkerchief, in this
sale for, dozen.
$1.00
50 dozen Ladies', Sheer Linen Handkerchiefs, a
beauty, at, dozen.
$1 00

50 dozen Ladies' Lace Edge Handkerchiefs, for' this
sale at 6 for
75C
100 dozen Lades' Linee Cambric Embroidered and
Lace Edge Handkerchiefs at, for six.
$1.25
50 dozen Ladies' Initial Linen Cambric Handkerchiefs, neat hand embroidered initial,
six in a box
,
••••••••••••••••

-76c

You must see our line of fine Embroidered

Kn'app

(New York), appropriating
$1,250.-000 to defray the cost of survey and right of way for a ship canal
to connect Lakes Erie and Ontario.
the channel "being lal-ge enough to
accommodate the largeet vessels new
-ase on the Great Lakes."
Speaker Cannon reappointed the
following regents of the Smithsonian
Institution: Representatlyes
of Ohio; Mann, of Illinois; Howard
of Georgia.

and, Lac0 Handkerchiefs.

We can supply

your wants and save you money on the price.

100 dozen Men's
inch hem white handkerchief, full size, good quality, at dez . .....soc
100 dozen Men's Hemstitched Initial Handkerchiefs, hal? dozen in box, at
box
50C

Of Democratic Party Will Either Re
Held if St. Paul or Louisville
New York, Dec. 10.—Herman T.
Mack. member of the Democratic national, committee for New York, said
today- that the national cenavention
well be held either in St. Paul or
Louisville. He declared that Bryan
should be nominated for president
and said he bad beard many pram?.
trent Democrats express preference
ter Former Governor William E.
Douglass, of Massaehusetts, for the
second place.

100 dozen Min's Linen Cambric Initial Handkerchiefs, neat hand embroidered initial, half
dozen in box, at
$1.40

A pretty Xmas box free with every
handkerchief purchase of $1.00.

To Helen.
Helen, thy beauty is to me
Like those Nicaean harks of yore,
Thatagently o'er a perfumed sea
The weary, wayworn wandered
bore
To his own native shore.

Buys Beer for Own Funeral.
Baltimore, Md., Dec. 10.----Either On desperate seal low wont to roam
Thy hyacinth-hair, thy classic We,
Matthey Simmack, a Pole, wished a
large attendance at his funeral or Thy naiad airs, have b-ought me
borne
else he was more than ordinarily- conSimmock
To the glory that was Greece,
siderate to his friends.
committed suicide today. A note was' And the grandeur that was Rome.
found containing provision for expending Woe on wine, beer and Lot In your brilliant window niche
Hoy statnelike I see thee stand,
whisky to be drunk at his funeral.
-'U
ALe poStottke wiii be much
aS made toettid
The agate lamp within thy band!
plan for the reorgani t,on et the .
completion,
BANKS *REOPENING.
but there is yet to be done considerAh, Psyche, from the-regions which
•
bank eiest knee to make a sufficiently larger this year than ever before.
able work before the report will be
Are Holy Land!
Effects of Financial Flurry Are Grad- good showinee.
in Ant* for presentation. Upon it
-e-Edgar Allan Poe,
Morris McKnight Dead,
tinily Passing Away,
is to be` based legislation that will
Coming In. Going Out,
Kansas City, Mo.. Dec. lit).---Morris
embower the commission to carry
To Follow Flotilla.
McKnight,
formerly
a
the
leading
jockey
10,—ari
le
—W11
1
0
.
Dec.
New York, Dec.
Katesas
out the plans ter wbose
Norfolk, Va.. Dee. 10.—The big
were practically corn- banks are bringing millions In motley on „western tracks, died here today, the body was
supply and refrigerator ship Arethu- rangement
created.
tomor- into the United States, the foreign aged 31 years, of consumption. Three
sa, whiten is to convey the flotilla of pletecetoday for the reopening
starter
at
winters
ago
was
McKnight
country
is
of
the
population
torpedo boat destroyers to the Pacific'row of the Stockyards Bank of Com- born
POWDERS
which trending millions out. The foreign Hot Springs, Oakland trade and for WINDOW GLASS WOR.KERS
sailed front the navy yard today merce, deposits 1250,000,
GAIN INCREASE IN WAGES.
dos
,postal order bileinesa of the New viz years he was assistant starter unThey stop the pain
week
following
the
She will join the flotilla at Trinidad failed last
Dwyer.
"Dick"
der
te reneetne the was
$1..last
month
poetofflee
Cleveland.
O., Dec.
next Week and from there will nevem !Ins of the National Rank of corn- Ylerk
„caus) '
Amalgamlated Window Glees Work'
pany the bile craft until San Fran-'mere°. The !mete ution will be bought 204.000 in excess of the business for
era of America,
year.
feserider Berne:
have obtained'
AII
cisco is reached early in May. The resteright from the receiver of 411* Ma- the corresponding month , lace
Waahingtoe, Dee le.--The forth- twelve per _cent
This year's figure are $6.611,837.
lerusete3
Arethusa carries A n p plies of all kindle tto/11a flank of Commerce. This
elleeelee...Mjegglie_ee.
gieerteri te the result of NWeigerreeefearetierveletieerel.“,
foreehe flotellaeind_the .machinery Isee'ttes ,tercrusel,_-batuk-ier rag
months' negotiation and will
raft
were $5.490,126..'There. is iverY In way* contmetelon to the prettelent
needed for emergency. She will also the fluril- last week.'
Ch Hat mas be Melees wee dimmed today at a meeting of 'doubtless end at once ths strike of
The directors of the National. tlank-4kw)ion that t
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we conk) not do otherwise than!
Cabucab $un. office
approve his scruplee and commeud

Big and came undies shelter by the
ticket. Wilke. "But keep a close
hie pluck. But & coalition with Dow-f.
watch."
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
ocrats for the division of oiliCee, not
The other four retainers were in
••••••I8
TRM SUN PUBUSH1NG COMPANY having regard to the best enterthe passageway, and I called to the
IXooltrelltATED
of their constituents, and, indeed.
ticket seller for the tickets to Liver4
A Mystery Story
more. By the price I decided that
gpixig.bg their support to en unworthy
F. M. FIgliElt, President.
Livermore must be somewhere within
Democrat against a Repuleican
of San Francisco
' Z. J. PAVII)N,
s-sae SiKb017•44Ce
60 miles, and marshaling my troop
del, whose record has been one of
Metered at the postothoe at Peducek. zeal in the performance of his duties
about the boy, marched into the waitST
Hy. as second claw matter.
ing room, past the doorkeeper, through
and honesty in his dealings with the
the sheds and on to the ferry boat
WALCOTT
ASHLEY
EARLE
eity,, and whose only offense his ex117111SeaseTION RaTleils
I saw no sign of the enemy, and
..mise of the right of a freeman in a
breathed freer as the last belated
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Republican convention to vote for
By Carrier, per week
passenger leaped aboard, the folding
..16 whotil
he (dossed, is not a manifestagOsevrtellS Mi.Ike Yobbo Storni& Os.)
By mail, per month. in advance.. .26
gangplank was raised and the steamer,
tion
that
of
independen
thouglo
ce
of
By man. per year. In advance
with a prolonged blast of the whistle,
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(Continued from last laeue.V
and action we would commend aud
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end out into the yellow green water
encou
rage.
Ter year, by man posture paid- •81.e•
of the bay.
CHAPTER XXII.
-' Aside from the lack of party fealty,
"Keep together, boys," I cautioned
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Ky....
Trailed.
which. in Its highest forms is akin to
°lice. 116 South Third.
"Did you see him?" asked Wain- my retainers. "Has any one seen
Phone HS
patriotism, such a 'harboring of a wright.
as the hack lurched into Mar- signet of else other gang?"
Powne & Young. Mona* and
grudge is not sportsmanlike. Re- ket street and
There was a general murmur in the
straightened its course
work. representatives.
venge has no place In the game of for the ferry.
negative.
"Well, Abrams, will you elle around
"Whor
T• HE SUN can be found at the follow- polities, especially the sort of revenge
that is mean and is directedloward
"ramHe was behind that and see if any of them got aboard?
ale plaess:
some one,
did me no worse wrong big pillar near the arch there. I saw There's so such thing as being comR.. D. Clements & Co.
14. than to failwho
to see scans-Heel; just the him just as the old lady spoke to you, fortable until we are sure."
Van Culla Bros.
In the hurry and excitement of prepPalmer House.
but before I catches youz eye, he cuts
way we did.
aration and departure the orders I had
Then consider the - logicalseons- and runs."
"I didn't see him," I said. "Keep the given and received, and the work that
quenees o carrying a grudge over
child
between us, and shoot anybody filled every moment, I had been confrom
eamealign
to campaign. SupposUNION
LABEL
scious of the uneasy burden of • task
ing aldermen persist in a plan to take who tries to stop us or to climb into
'k<
4‘a"cfi,o4 10,
/
forgotten. I had surely neglected
petty revenge on a wee(u 1 but 11 it ni bit' the hack. I must read my orders."
"All right, sir," said tVainwright, something. Yet for my life I could not
member of their oven party. lie and
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making
the child comfortable between see that we lacked anything. I had
his friends in turn will have a grudge
my seven retainers, the buy was safe
us.
to feed at .some future time' when
I tore open the envelope and drew witti us, I had my puree, we were well
CIRCULATION STATEMENT
fortune has favored the aldermen In
forth the scented paper with its fa- armed and every man had his ticket to
some party contest. Could anyone
miliar, firm, yet delicate han,dwriting, Livermore. But at last the cause of
November, 1907.
blame the man if be should play the and read
my troubles came to my mind.
the words:
1
3663
16
3832 game
the way the aldermen taught
"Great Scott!" I thought. "It's Dodd"Take
the
train
2
with your men for
6275
3810
18
ridge Knapp. That little engagement
him?
Livermore.
Await orders at the hotel.
4
3439
3796
18
in the stock market is casting its
Protect the boy at all hazards."
3846
3791
20
shadow before."
Those
alleged bombe found beInclosed
in
the
sheet
6...... 3857
were
37E
21
gold
It seemed likely Indeed that the deneath the rojal box in the Lisbon notes to the value of $500-a
7
thought- mands of my warring employers
3866
38e4
22
would
theater may have been simply some ful detail for which 1 was
grateful
23..„.....38.01
38N
new kind of sugar plum King Carket at the outset of such an expedition. I clash here as well as in the conflict
9
3878
LS
3790
over the boy.
had niate of especial else for hie owe thrust the money into my pocket and
11
3867
3794
16
Yet with all the vengeful feeling
pondered upon the letter, wondering
gratificatio
n.
12
3854
3790
27
where Livermore might be. My knowl- that filled my heart as I looked on the
13
3791
3848
'28
edge of the geography of California child and called up the memory of
WE .alltE LAW-ABIDING
my murdered friend, I could but feel
14
1845
364)1
29
was exceedingly scant, and Livermore
The wester& district of the Blaek
1-5
3832
38‘)6
30
was no where to be found in my geo- a pang of regret at the prospect that
Tobacco Patch 113 fortunate in the
Doddridge Knapp's fortune should he
eraphicaJ memory.
placed in hazard through any unfaitie
102,049 character of its inhabitants and attiTotal
I had some thought of questioning
fulness of mine.
Average. November,
3,957 tude its planters allittlIne toward the Wainwright, who was
this department during our Pre-Inventory Sale the price-cutbusy trying to
My uncomfortable reflections were
Average, November, 1907.... 3,925 buyers. In this district, separated make friends with
Use child, but re- broken by the clanging
ting
has been fierce, we have but one object in view- that is to
engine bells
Decrease
32 from Trigg vosaty by two mighty flecting that I might be supposed
to and the forward movement of the pasmove
the
goods quickly. For your present or future needs you
Personally appeared before me,. rivers, the planeers look on the anew- know all about it I was silent.
Wain- sengers as the steamboat passed into
this December 3rd, 1907, R. D. Mac- ciation as a business combination wrigth's efforts to get the child to
will
well
do
to investigate these items. All carpets made and laiid
the slip at Long Wharf.
Millen, business manager of The Sun, among themselves, and while hold' speak were without_ success. The lit'
Free
Charge
during this sale.
of
_
"Stand-tuge
tber,
buys,"
I
ceiestiosted
store Free of Cost any
oyalTyThy the orgAuTiatro-11 - 10' tie thing might from its size have
who &dime Witt the----a-E-oie state
been my men. -"Keep back of the crowd
goods
bought
for
future delivery. All purchases bought at reduced
better
their
own
condition,
eve
they
do
years old, but it was dumbmeat of the circulation of The Sun
Wainwright will take the boy, and the
••
••
figures are Cash.
for the month of November, 194)7, not regard the buyers as their nat- frightened, as I supposed, by the rest of you
••
e•
••
.•
see that nobody gets near
Is true to the best of his knowledge ural eqessies. There never has been strangeness of the situation, and him."
the slightest possibility of trouble would speak no word.
and belief.
"All right," said Wainwright, lifting
Why was he put thus in my charge? the child in
FMTER PURYEAR, Notary Public. out here. There does not seem to be
his arms. "It will take a
My commission expires January 22 any aetagonism between thee assooia- What was 1 to do with him? Whither good man to get him away from me."
tion and buyers, more than there is was I to carry him? I reproached my19418.
"Where's Abrams?" I asked, noting
Two patterhs Brussora Axminster Carpets, regular price $1.65, sale price
91.30
always between the two partics to a self that I had not stopped the Un- that only six of my men were
at hand.
ix patterns Smith Extes Velvet Carpet, regular price, $1.25, sale price,
$1.05
business transaction. We believe the known to ask more questions, to get
"You
sent
him
forward,"
Locksaid
rive Patterns nine-wire Brussels Oarpet, regular price 86c, sale price,
Daily Thought.
60c
buyers here are not fighting the as more light on the duties that were ex- hart
What you rejoice in, that you love,
eight patterns beet all-wool Ingrain, regular price, 85e, sale price,
65c.
sociation, and we feel cute that the pected of me. But h the hack on a
"Not
for
all
day."
;Ix
and what you lelre, that you are like.
patterns'
half
filing,
regukir
tool
price
45c, sale price,
30c.
association Men in the- western des- sudden pulled up. and I saw that we
••••
"Well, he hasn't been seen since you
.---.11.Enry Van Dyke.
ire-1 would be as quick as any out- were before the long, low, ugly wood- told him to find out who's aboard."
side the association to resent any die- en building that sat square across
"It's no use to wait for him," I
Market street as the gateway to San
1.10ENele 1NSPE•CTOSorder; latelessenese or levasion of this
growled. "But the next man that
Aintineter, rugs 9x12, regular price $25.00, salc price,
Francisco,
through
which the tide of takes Frencb leave
In the words of one, who said he territory ky night riders from other
919.75
had better look
travel must pass to and from the GolVelvet
Rugs 9x12, regular priee 322.3.0 sale price,
11$915..54$04)
knew, because he had tried It, the sections. There is absolutely no ex-L
somewhere eke for a job, for by the
den City.
Brussels rugs 9x12, regular price, $13.50, sale price,
great horn spoon, he's no man of
office of city license inspector is one (-tete for disorder here. We deplore
"Look out on both sides, Wain- mine."
Brussels rugs, 9:11, regular price $12 50, sale price,
of the "best" offices In the city. mean- the fact that outside people lump
wright," I cautioned. "You carry the
Shiraz rugs, 9x12, aleamless and reversible, regular
$22.50, sale priCe
We
marched
$1118
possibilitie
1 6.1)
that
7;
off
the
ing
the boat fa the rear
s of graft are the whole dark eobacco section into
boy and I'll shoot if there's any trouSaxony rugs, 9x12, reversible, all wool, regular price, $11.50, sale price,
of the crowd, 1 in no pleasant humor.
$7.25
exceptional. His point is not far to one, and call It lawless
This dis- ble. See that you keep him
safe."
Made up rugs in velvet anti Axminster, all sizes, at the cost of the material.
and the men silent in reflection of my
seek. The license inspector enforces trict will bervelt in a way from the
"There was nearly 10 minutes before displeasure.
And with some difficulty
collection of all licenses from bust- disorder In the Green- River and the
SKRAL
Wilton Velvet Rugs, 36:63, which sell regularly It Pi 50, to close out ........
boat left, but the hurry for tickets, we found seats
15.111
together in a forward
messes to dogs and automobiles. The Clarkevile (Hareem. Buyers are ;sore the rush to check
MOH-50 beautiful remnant rugs, extra tine lot this time, IN yds. long, fringed
baggage, the shouts coach.
SI MI
average citizen doesn't know one- on that section, and more ready sated of hackman and expressmen,
MOLL -60 foot-stoole, cover. d with velvet and Axminster carpet, worth 85e to $1 00 ..„ 4k
the ratThe train was the east-bound overhalf the possible. iteuress of revenue, at better prices, will be ebtained by tle and confusion of the
coming and land, and it seemed hours before the
and It requires vOttle keenness on the association men in this district. It departing street cars that centered at
baggage was taken aboard and the
part of the inspector to find them. mar be that planters of those seetions the ferry made us inconspicuous
signal given to start I grew uneasy,
Supposing he does find an obscure will have to bring their product to among the throng as we stepped out
but as my watch assured me that only
One lot regular $1.25 and $1.50 Curtains
$1.00
place of business on which the Ideense market in the- western district to of the hack.
10 minutes had passed when the enOne lot regular $2.00 and $2.50 Curtains;
"Here Fitzhugh, Brown," I said,
ts $25 a year, and the proprietor is sell It. This Is a law-abiding comgine gave the first gentle pull at the
One lot regu'a.r $2.50 and $3.00 Curtains
$2.00agreeable, what is to hinder the li- munity and we wish the world to catching sight of two of my retainers, train, I suspected that I was
losing the
One lot regu'ar $3.50 and $5.00 Curtains
close
"get
about.
Have
you
$3.00
knew
it.
seen
any- gift of patience.
cense inspector accepting $15 and
thing-any signs of the enemy"
saying nothing? When one considers
The train had not gathered headway
"I haven't," said Fitzhugh, "but
how many opportunities for $5. $10
before a man bent beside me, and
Abrams thought he saw Dotty Ferand $15 transactions of this sort
Abrams' voice spoke softly in my ear.
One lot $1.50 Nand $2.00 Portiere
guson over by the Fair Wind ;meson
there are in a year, he begins to com"There are two of 'em aboard,"
One lot $2.50 and $3.50 Portiere
there. Said he cut up Clay street be-$2.00
"Yes? Where did you find them? I
prehend how "good" the office is. and
fore the rest of us caught sight of asked.
One lot $4.00 and $5.00 Portiers
$3.50
understand how great the temptation
St. Nicholas-H. E. Warlord, Fulton: him-so maybe Abrams was off his
One lot $6.5o and $7 5e Bin-tiers
•$5.00
"In the stoke hole. I hid behind a
to this small salaried official to stet,
J. II. Payne, Louisville; Jeff Bacon. nut"
bench till every one had gone and saw
when there is little danger of dis"Quite likely," 1 admitted as we
Grand Chaim; Roscoe Walker. Vienna
'em crawl out. They bribed a fireman
covery.
III.; .1. P. Kitty. Benton; S. P. Jack- turned the jutting corner of the build Honesty, Intelligence and dilli50c quality best cork Linceeusi
son, Bt. Louis: 0. J. Rust, . Brook45e,
Renee are required for the proper adport,
W. I.,. Houston, Carrsville
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55c.
rolnietration of this office; honesty in
Richmond, Walter Horn, St.
30c quality Floor Oilcloth,
26c.
accounting to the city for all money
Louis; S. R. Brown, Metropolis.; .1.
35e quality Floor Oilcloth,
31c..
collected; inte:ligonce In understandH. Stegner. Dover, Tenn.; W. E. i
ing the requirements of the law, that Abell. Birdetville;
J. Is Howe, Inbe may not he deceived; and diii- dianspolie; Thomas J. Cooper. Mat•
genes in seeking out those from
field: W. Hough, New York;
Wilwhom licenses are due and enforcing son,
Mayfie.
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1
collection. The infallible measure of
Belvedere-W. M. Archer. Si
all these qualities is the amount 01 1,01118:
J. H. Meethe. Baltimore, if
revenue raised through the office.
Waltere, Birmingham:- A. S. Nee,.
or deckband or some one to keep 'em !vessel
is now in pert, but the lite is
George Lehnbard, the incumbent. St. Louis;
$250 UOIlite.
under cover. They got off the boat still
13. A. .James, Evansville;
smouldering. The captain strenhas produced more revenue from li- B. B. Johnson.
We offer a new Mechanicsburg
at the hue minute and Laneaked
Morganfield; C. R.
after uously opposed tugs towing his ves- h.onse, near
censes than ever were collented be. Mill, Murray:
big mins, 40 foot lot.
•
'ern."
J. H. Weds. Chicago.
sel intto harbor, but was obliged to Pays 20 per 'cent
fore. His record is open. Councilgreen
"And they're on the train?"
Palmer-W. W. Hargrave. Natoligive
In
owing
to-- heavy
weather,
men and aldermen should consider vine:
WHITTMMORE. REAL ESTATE
"Yes, three cars back,
C. R. Hill, Paris: J. W. Barlow,
---next to the which threatened to drive her ashore.
the record for honesty of the incum- St. Louis; E.
AGENCY, Fraternity Building.
sleepers. Shall we chuck 'em overA. Grigsby, Louisville;
bent and the possibilities for graft in W. 13.
Both phones 835.
board as soon as we get out of Oak- 1
Louis. Memphis; R. L. Cecil.
Three
Real
Rotate Bargains,
the office, before deciding for politi- Louisville! II is
land?"
McGee, St. Louis:
A 3-story brick Broadway business
cal reasons to turn Mr. Lehnhard Z. H. Palmer
FOR RENT.
"Not unless we are attacked," I roe
Memphis.
down. Such a course wooled look a
Farm 7.6 acres, 3 miles from ety,
turned. "Just sit down by the rear, house between 1St and 2d streets.
good houses and out buildings,
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"rent
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bath,
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3e9 Broadvay.
today sent to the senate the foe
men-a smoking jacket.
that his fidelity availed him nothing koiving
We reached Livermore at near 11 7; -foot lot, between Monroe and
nominations:
4
when he asked for entorsemeet
o'clock, without further incident than I Madison; $6,500.
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The Body Merely Machine,
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gad
most
of
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modern
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first
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(To be continued in next tsetse.)
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Stoves kr tricis
Nothing more appropriate or acceptable.
Buy now while stocks are complete and you
ate sure of getting your size; then, too, when
buy our gloves-you give the best.
Long Gloves $2.00, $3.00, $3.50.
Short Gloves $1.00 to $1.75. Gauntlets $1.50

!Mary Scott, Kate Crutnbaugh. Agnesi
Porte! site iiiW
;eleven,
'ed
it r sleeth, Bosse Au I il%a re Ploy d
Swift, Carrie St, John, Edna Bader
Sullivan.. Floyd Swift, Claire St
Erna Eades and Elsie Eades,

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
1"e

A Noble Work.
Mrs. Jacob Wallerstein and Mrs.
Jaime ih'eleles, who are district chairurea of the Charity club, have found
in their round of visits two most deserving eases-not for charity-but
to be made self-supporting. One is
an elderly woman with, two tonal'
grandsons to support, and the other
a widow with seven children dependent upon her alone, fe Both do fine
plain sewing of all kinds, ehirtwalste,
bonnets, aprons. underclothes and in
addition one of the women quilts
beautifully. They are most anxious
,for work of this kind, and the work
is guaraoteed. Neither one is a
charity applicant and did not wish to
take aid, but each desires (sewing to
do and is prepared to give value received. Anyone Who would like to
aid them to be spell-supporting can
learn the address by applying to Mrs.
Jacob Walleratetn, 221 North Fourth
tercet, or Mrs. James Wellie, 300
North Eighth street.

Delphic Club.
The Delphic club met this morning
in regular weekly session at the Carnegie library. "Assyria, Chelsea
and liatranurabes Code of Laws" was
discussed by Mrs. Mildred F. Davis
very graphically. "Ntnus and Semiramis" were Interestingly featured
by Mrs. Annie H. Morrow. "Philosophy and Sorcery" was attractively
reviewed by Mrs. George Langetaff,
Jr.

PACE

rivE
"mg

IN TH COURTS t

1111 Bankruptcy Court.
Thompson, Wilson & company, the
wholesale wieisky dealers, have employed the law firm of Hendrick &
Corbett to represent them in the prt
ceedIngs flied at Louisville by creditors who ask that the company be declared bankrupt. Theease will come
up before Judge Evans at Louisville
next Saturday.

Marriage Licerree.
W. H. lialluele aud M,llie Johnson.

GOOD GOODS
Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very--long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.

29,375 Hours of Your Life

Pretty Entertainment Tnight.
o
in the next twentyA "Miniature Wedding" sill be
In Police Court.
-at
enacted lu the lecture room of the
five years will be
Tom Ford, a white man, arrested
Avenue
Kentucky
Presbyterian yesterday for being drunk and disspent
at the table.
And desirable shades.
church tonight at 7:30 o'clock. orderly, was sentenced to 20 days is
Twenty-one small children will take Jail by Judge Cross in police court
A fancy box with each pair gloves.
COMMUNITY
part and the scene will be a pretty 'this morning.
SILVER,
one. The public is cordially invited.
Richard Wadlington and Cornelia
Reed, colored, were fined $10 each
will do much to
Harkey-Haddort.
for breach of the peace.
make those thousCards are out announseng the marNalt
riage of MISR Genle Mea lladdox to
ands
of hours happy
•
Suit on Account.
et'
ler. Clifford HarkeT, which will take
Suit was flied today by the Hardgbymakingthat
table
place at Bethel church, Woodville, wIck-McKendrick Dry
Goode comattractive. This
Mauve for Thursday Evening.
December 18, at 6:30 o'clock. Miss pare'. of Cincinnati, against S. L.
a
The dance in honor of Miss Tess Hatidox is the charming daughter of Dale, of Kevil,
more than triplefor $240 alleged to
INVESTIGATION INTO MERGER Manning, of et. Louis, will be given Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Hadttox, of Wood- be due on account.
ware has the
plated
eee_ce
on Thursday evening at the Red ville. and Dr. Harkey is a prominent
eVITH OTHER leMPANHOi.
style
appearand
•-For Dr. Pendley :lug 416.
Metes hall, insteed of Friday as was young physician of Lovelaceville. He
lik; L1'N1BER CONCERN.
ance
of
the
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
best
/
4
first intended. It will be given by is a son of Mr. S. A. Harkey, of PaBroadway. Phone 196.
Sterling.
It
is
arsome of the young society boys and ducah. The attendants we be Mies Organize(' in
elleeiC0
Vhiich Is
THE AVALON PATTERN
-We have just received another Queen City Concern Organized By the list is at the Palmer House cigar 011ie Holbert, maid of honor, Mr. Rob
tistic and yet simple,
Racked by Joe Choate.
Si
-y of American Teleseco
lot of those beautiful White •Wax Destand.
is more than triple plated, and each piece will
Harkey, best man. Misses Ilia Murphy
Oompeny.
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
and terra Street bridesmaids, Messrs.
Mexico City, Dec. 10.-For the
a lifetime.
last
...-We give you better carriage and
Attractive Party With Christ:sum Charlie Tomlinson and Lynn Myers purposeof furnishing lumber to the
better service for the money than
Ideas,
groomsmen. .Little Misses Gertrude United tSates and European markets,
I. given by any transfer company in
Mrs. Clarence Chamblin entertain- Hate:lox and /toddle Rutherford will be the latter by a line of steerners
which
New York, Dec. 1'0.--The Queen edwith a pretty pre-Christnias party flower girls. The wedding march wilt will be operated around Cape Horn.
America. Fine carriages for special
City Tobacco() company of Cincinnati on
Monday
afternoon at the Woman's be played by Miss Ella Massie.
oocasions on short notice; also elea large company, said to be backed
was organised with the funds of the club
house in honor of the Newell
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.. American
by Joseph Choate, former United
Tobacco coeuparry arse by society of the
Broadway Methodist
Mrs. Reillam Caruthers. of Me- Statee ambassador to England, he,
-Forms for real estate &genes for testeleCt. Dula, one of the vice presichurch. A limited number of guests chan
has returned hom
hone. from been formed with, American capital
sale at this office.
dents of the tobacco combine, but, the outside of the
society were present. Memobis, where she has been visiting. and has already started operations
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the connection of the two coinpanive
was also. The upper floor of the
club
Ms. R. S. Skew's, of Fuiton, is visit- In the state of Colima. They claim
City for a few months, and I have ate kept
a secret, according to My. Dula's house was
used and the rooms were ing friends in this city.
puked an interest in his Waimea and
to have a supply of from 20 0•00.see0
I nc ro rated
evidence gdven today In the govere- erettily
deeorated throughout in a
shall look after it for him. Any inMr. Robert Wallace has returned to 30,000.000 hardwood deg that will
meet's action to dissolve the com- scheme of
red and green, the Christ- from Princeton, where he is attend- be shipped both to the Vizited States
formation with reference to any
bine.
mas colors. Mrs. (hemline received ing school, to spend the holidays and Europe.
branch of it will receive prompt atMr. Dula testified theathe arranged In the small parlor upstairs, and was, with his
tention if Y9U Will Call UP The a
parents. Mr. and...Mrs...George'
---larree-room besot
en limited
-FOR RteNToffice. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- the organization of tEe Queen Cite &misted by Mrs. Edward Bringhurst C. Wallace.
supply of wood for ties in this part
433 Adams street. Apply to teS
Tobacco
company with a man sup- and Miss Mary Scott. In the hall
ton.
Mrs. S. J. Parker, of North Sixth of the country':
North Seventh. Phone 1326.
-Order your engraved calling posed to be independent of the Amer- Mrs. C. H. Oharnblin and 111b9
street, returned home Sunday after
1AX:re--Sunday between Seventi
cards for Christmas and Christmas lean Tobacco company in control.
May MoGelsthery served lemonade at an extended vista to her sisters at SHOT POLICE
BECAUSE
and Ohio and Eighth and Washinggifts from The Sun at once. 100 ,.,Justice McReynolde, the govern- a prettily arranged table. An at- Clarksville, Tenn.
HE HAD BEEN ARRESTED.
ton, round %tone comb
Return to •
cards Ind plate $1.20.
monies cotrosel, produced a letter tractive feature of entertainment was
Mrs. A. B. Carman, of Oakland,
The sun for reward
-For numbering machines, band written by W. Galbraith. Jr., of the a "Christmas Question Contest." Cal., will arrive next week
Subscribers inserting want ads in
Hopkineville, By., Dec. 10. (Speto visit
FOR RENT-Two-story brick tee
staters. rubber type *ad stencils of all Queen City company to Mr. Dula, tn Theee were arranged on pretty heart her nieces, Mien. Inee and
Ruth cial )-Will %entree, of one of the The Sun will kindly essnesuber that
al
idente with eight rooms and
kande colt on The Diamond Stamp which the writer advised that coma shaped cards and presented each Parker.
most prominent families,
fatally all such Item(' are to be paid Inn
modern conveniences, 803 Madison
Worits, 115 Seutb ,T1t Prck'Phones 358. peadence be conducted under as guest. After the contest a delightMiss Inez Parker spent Sunday in wounded Policeman Heard at noon when the ad is inserted, the rule apstreet. Apply to Mrs. A. S. Dabney.
-100 visiting cards and plate for sumed names to avoid dlicovery.
ful course luncheon was served in Princeton with friends.
today on account of having.heen ar- plying toAevery one without curets.
the
further
Mr.
that
Dula
testified
the dieing room. The table was ef$1.54 at The Sun, special prices for
FOR SALE OR RENT-62 erre
Mr. Wallace Matson. of Oklahoma rested, charged with drunkennees Ws.
Manufacturer's company of
Louis- fectively decorated with red earns- City, was in the city Saturday.
the holidays,
farm one mile from union dem*.
FOR
KINDLING
wood
ring
2381.
Chldken feed, pigeon feed, oyster yule was beeretly acquired by the Bone. A beautiful small Christmas
Good house and mineral well. Phone
Mr. Louis Farrel,. of Parts, Tenn , THREATEN TO DESTROY
MITCHELLS for MO-grate bisi- 1627, ring 5.
shell, Lee's lice Meier, leg bands, in- American Tobacco oOmpany, after tree was arranged in this room and Is visiting his daughter, Mrs.'Nottnan
HOPKINSVILLE BY FIRE. else, 328-328 South Third street.
after the luncheon little Miss Susan McKinney.
cubators, broodetee eteee at M. J. Yopp which the plant was dismantled.
--Our catalogue explains
LATT)
FOR beetles s.zs4 stovewood ring
Correspondence between Mr. 'Dula Porter Sleeth as little **Miss Santa
Seed (lo.
.
Mr. Taylor 0. Fisher has gone to
how we teach halrdrweintig. nianiene
Hopkinsville, Ky., Dec. 10.--falw437 F. Levin.
-Tte Sun is showing the prettiest and Augustus Craft, of New Orleans, Claus," presented each guest with a New Orleans to be gone six weeks cle.1.1-A report was received 'here
ing. facial
massage, etc., In few
FOR DR1
wool), old phone weeks. Mailed free. Moler Colleen%
lines sf fancy stationery for the holi- on the formation of the Craft Tobac- dainty red heart-shaped box filled on a business trip for the West Ken that night riders have threatened to
2361.
days you will see anywhere. Give co company, was read into the rec- with candy from the tree The New- tucky Coal company.
St. Louie, Mo.
burn Hopkinsville when the. soldiers
ord and showed that the relationshdp ell society and outside guest net inFOR SAI.13--Roll to* desk with -WANTED-A salesman
your order at once, for Christmas.
Mrs. George Flournoy has returned leave. They any the grand jury will
to call oa
was kept secret. Craft wrote in ducted: Mesdames G T. Sullivan, J. from a trip
chair Apply at this office.
to New York,
-City subscribers to the Daily
refuse to return any indictment.
the retail grocers in Paducah and sue.
1903 that he expected to make the W. Blackard, S. B. •Moore, John W.
Mr.
W. C.
ofield has left for his
Sun who wish the delivery of their
$30, for quick rounding territory. Apply by letter,
FOR ,SALEcorpany a success and would get the Little, Edward Bringburat, Henry home in Meagre.
after a visit to his INDEPENDENT TiStAll..0
sale. 1640 Clay.
papers stopped most notify our colstating age, experience. references,
business of the Peoples TobaeCo Meal- -Rudy, Chirence Bennett. Vermin brother-ln-law,
Mr. Roy Nelson, and,
GROWER WAS TWRNED BACK. -WANTED-- Two boarders.
lectors or make the requests direct
salary wanted, etc., etc. Address No.
Cali
[(any of New Orleans.
Blythe, Allen Ashcraft. Alben Bark- his sister-iti-law, Mrs. William C
to The Sun office. No attention will
412 Adams.
1147. Pierce Bleating. St. Louis. Mo.
The purchase and the control of ley. Frank Moore, H. S. Wells. Ben' Gray, on his way from Feielbyville,
Maysville, Dec. 10.-Mrs. Ezra
be paid to such orders when given the
FARM FOR SALE cheap, 22 sews
rooms
RENT-Two
connecting
FOB
Jamb
n
Billings.
E. G. Boone, L. S. where he spent Thanksgiving.
Pinkerton Tobacco company, of
Owen.. an independent tobacco grower
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
for irasht housekeeping
All modern of land on the southeast side of
Ohio, according to Mr. Dula, was ne- DuBois, William Eades, Leslie Soule,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Duvall, of was surrounded by 50 armed men
-The lathes of Tenth Street Chris gotiated wtth secrecy. In the cor- I. 0. Walker; Misses Emily Morrow,
conveniences; 1209 Jeffelesen
where the N., C. & St L. R R. cross.
Elizabethtown, Ky . are 'halting Mr. while on the way to a warehouse a ith
thin church will hold a bazaar at respondence whet John, W. Pinker Louise Janes, Elite Murray, Mary
Wand creek, will be soal to party
es
THREE
house
ROOM
for rent;
and Mrs. James Glauber, of South tobacco and forced to turtleback. She
Nerrneberger's hardware store next ton, who retained a minor interest in Louiee Roberts, of Jackson. Tenn.;
making best offer for same.
ref*
1030
Monroe.
M.
Fisher.
F.
Third street.
was
warned not to try to deliver it.
. •
Thursday and Friday where all kinds the company, the latter wrote to MT Corinne Winstead, Halite }they, LuMagistrate John Thompson or John
HarrodsJohn
room,
H. Curry, of •
Mr.
all
FOR- itk:NT-leurnished
J.' Bletch, 119 South lenerth street
of Christmas things will be sold.
cile Blackard. Pearl Barry, Lizzie burg, is in the city.
Dula:
modern conveniences.
615
Apply
$15,000 10 Per Cent Investment.
-A swell line of holiday box paper
Martin,
Lou
Mettle
CLEANING AND PRESSING lea;
McGlathery.
"No-one will know about Ft but
Northerourth
Captain James F. Browinski is
1498.
phone
street.
Old
Three-story brick bueineas bloek
Just the thing for a nice Christmas yourself, my son and myself. We wdll Hazel •Rhodes. Vera Johnston., Lillie
ly done. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
here from Chicago and Joppa. III.
MORGANhorse
J.
shoeing.
E.
Broadway
between
Second
and
Thrd
present, at R. D. Clements & Co.
May McGlathery. Mamie O'Brien,
not even tell our wives."
Work called for and delivered Oal
Mr. John Sinnott, Jr., has returned streets.
general
rubber
repairing,
tires,
4e8
lot 24:115 feet, bui:chng
-Place your orders for wedding
The American Tobacco company
from a several weeks' trip through in fine shape,
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, Sosta
Can lease three years South Third.
Invitations at home. The Sun Is paid a subsidy of two cents per pound
the south.
Ninth street. near Broadway. Phone
at
*1.500
per
year
cent
or
10
eper
showing as great an assortment as' on the output of the Pinkerton comFOR RENT--The seven how, one
Mrs Herbert C. Hoover and son tercet gross.
$6,000 cash. balance 0 story frame cottage at 333 North 338-a.
you will find anywhere, at prices pany. Vice President Dula was asked
yesterday for Atlanta, Ga., to
left
FORTUNETELLING - Consult
per cent.
Seveoth. Apply to Pr. J. G. Brooks.
much lower than you will have to if there were any other 'companies
visit Mrs. Hoover's mother.
Ramouda---Gypsy
teller.
fortune
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATe
other than' those named in the govpay elsewhere.
WANTED-To rent house br cotMr. William Burton, of Cairo, Is
Truthful predictions, reliable advice,
AGENCY, Fratelirtty Buildine
ernment's
Amer
which
complaint,
the
tage by permanent tenant. Address practical.
-Pianos and Organs for Xmas
here for a visit.
trustworthy business methBoth phones 815
P. G. M., care Sun.
presents. new and second-hand, at lean Tobacco company controlled, or
The Rev. Calvin M. Thompson
ods. Ladles '25 cents, gentlemen 54
_
went to Louisville this morning.
low prices and easy payments, 311 had an interest in. The eltness said
NICE FURNISHED room wall all cents. 'heirs 10 to 9. Camp in for
Judge W. A. Berry went to SmithBroadway. Phone 573-R. V. H. he knew of no others.
modern
con veil ienees.
Gentlemon est park Rowlandtown, "lighted by
land yesterday on legal bordnese.
Thom
II,manager.
preferred. Ineuire 713 Kentucky Ave. electricity."
NO MORE TROCIII.E.
C. C. Graecham and Judge W. A.
- e McCracken County Medical
FOR RENT----One nice room for -WANTED-Ft3r-U.
-KAbli:
Si--1'n
'Rome, Dec. 11) -Ambaesador TakBerry are going to Clarendon, Ark.,
will meet tonight in the oMce
sod
gentlemen, bath and other conven- bodied unmarried men between ages
the
representative,
Japan's
at
ahlra,
Thureday on legal business. They
o•
-Reynolds.
iences, 626 Kentucky avenue.
of 21 and 35; citiaens of the [`tilted
DEPARTMENT STORE.
Quirenal. who, it is supposed, will
fr
probably will be away three or four
States, of good character and tem.
FOR SALF.--Second-nand
Art
succeed Aoki, today said there is no
days.
This is the store that is now con- Garland hard coil base burner.
perate habits, who can speak, read
Ad
longer the Feast danger of trouble
Hallidey and Gilbert ducting the greatest bargain sale of
Mr. Fred
and write English. Men wanted now
dress I., care Sun
between Japan and the United States
Casey. of Cairo. will attend the dance the season, naming the lowest holiservice to Cuba. For informaeoi
All differences have been, settled, but
FOR ALL kinds of grate and chim- for
to be given Thursday night In honor day prices ever attempted In 'Paduapply to Recruting Officer, New Riceney
there was a time when relations were
repairing
and
steamboat
furnace
,..
tof Mess Tess Manning.
cah.
Mend House. Paducah, Ky.
strained almost to the breaking
work ring old phone 832.
I
Zelria Moore and father, William
with its faint" elusive sweetness
This is the store that never has
point
"I believe Japan intends to
PIANO
for
sale.
good,
Extra
fine
Moore, of Paducah, are in Mayfield permitted and never will permit any
send me to Washington, though the
visiting friends. Zelna was formerly other store to suecessfully undersell rosewood, square, $35 'ash or $4,0 on HE OUGHT TO KNOW
matter has not been officially de..eueln
. Old phdne 464.
!connected with Evans & Covington's it.
ALL ABOUT BUSINESS
rided " he said
drug store of that city.
This is the store with the most inFOR
RENT-Four
rooms and bath,
that is deheate,subtle and lasting
The Want daughter of Robert De- tensely Interesting lower prices than steam heated apartment in the CochThe genuine Santa
00IA)RED TIE HAND Weel
Mr. R. R. Treadway, candidate for
iloach isleirlously I:1 at their home, other stores are new making or can ran apartments. See W. E. Cochean.
Claus.
the
Most
purof
Dlet'APIT.ATED BY TRAIN.
sanitary inspector, advances some
927 Jackson 'street.
afford to make.
FOR
SALE
-New
Standard
sew.
• Benjamin Potter, colored. accichasing for Christmas is
He says be
Mies Jeanie Mason, of Hickory
This is the store with the greatest Ing machine, only $20. Address E. unique qualifications.
dentally fell under a train and had
inspired by the Fovea, dell:ay
served eight years in" the army 111141
done
of
wo:nen
Grove, is visiting Miss Beulah Cook, stock of everyththg. The store that E., care Sun.
by
the
1
odor of Wildflowers, aed
his heed eut off in Louisiana. Potter
during that time was in charge of the
1439 Sonth Fifth street.
can correctly and stylishly clothe
the family.
FOR RENT --A twseetory trams. (sanitary conditions of several Mel I
was in the employe of the AyseeLorci
i
Mary Shemwell, the daughter of every member of your family from
But what to give a Judge R. Te. Shemwell. of.Benton. is the sole of the foot to the crown of residence on Jefferson, street, one-half towns in the Philippines during a
rie company. _His patents live in
block from Fountain avenue. Apply Cholera plague and lid good service
hi city.
man is a dreadful puzzle ill of appendicitis.
the head and do it for less than
to W. D. Greer.
for the government.
redolent with the breath Of fres' h
Mr. and Mrs. William Webb are at other stores.
to some people. Our
Card of Thanks.
FOR RENT-A suite of irnishee
This
is
the
House,
the
store
en
•
where
Palmer
fled flowers
route
you
from
will
shop answers the
The ledies of Grace Etriscopa•
their wedding Journey south to spend wish you had come if you buy before rooms to gentlemen. Over Irene= &
lelltle AT PtWNItlle.
question.
charch wish to publicly thank the
Wallace's drug store. Seventh and
Christmas with Mrs. Webb's parents you get here.
foe.°win g persons for favors shown
Waehington
It
streets.
answers
with just at Marinete, Wis. They will return This is the store where you will
The above are a few sugWhole Block Rum., With lime of
!hem during their recent bazaar:
find intensely Interesting low prices.
, to Paducab after the holidays.
MOTHER'S SOOT-141)1G 1-3-ALM.
what
want.
$200,000 Eta i mated
men
gestions from our big line of
Mrs,. Herring, for use of building:
In all that women wear.
chapped and rough skin, made by
Send
for
our
"waiting
fine imported perfnmes.
Mr. Rhodes. for use of excellent
In all that children wear.
ClOM etIse110leEng
Mrs. Hawkins, Is for sale at Stutze
Pawnee, Okla , Dec. 10.-lette here
list" (presents waiting POLICE
Buck range; Driglert & Bryant, for
As Xmas presents they are
In all that men wear.
TO HAVE CALLED MEETING.
candy store.
early today destroyed a whole block
donating and Mr. ChOat for serving
for you to select.)
In all that boys anti girls wear.
1
The pollee and fire commissioners
a pleasure and compliment to
MEN-Our catalogue explains how of buildings, causing a loss estimated
their delicious Golden Gate coffee:
In groceries and table delicacies. we teach barber
chamber
the
council
met
in
night
last
Plain
and
initial
handtrade In few weeks. at $200,000. The 0. P. C. H. deany refined lady, and they do
Mr. Henry Beyer, for meat; Mr. Jack
In carpets and household furnish- Mailed free, Moler Harbor
but no business was brought tie
kerchcifs,
College. pertinent store, the Waning dry goods
silk
suspendcredit to the sender.
Let us
Coulson, for plumbing; 1.,fingstaff-There probably will be a called meet- ings.
tore. Robinson grocery store, the
St.
Louie,
)4o.
ers, silk and fancy lisle ing some time between Chriatmae This is the store where every deOrne for wood; the Bell dairy, for
show you.
Globe hotel, Mentzer Bros'. hardware
FiCiRGICT
Hole-in-the
the
sufd all friends who helped
hosiery, English and and the first of the Vent:.
Partment, nook and corner is teemWail, 'Ill IA South Third isereset, for Aare, the Masonic lodge building and
make the Winter a auccess.
ing with special and extraordinary
French Mufflers, handchile-conearne, tameles and sand- the poeteffice are among the buildhuo
bargains for Its great holiday sale.
Palls Farther; Hurt bees.
burned.
some neckwrar, etc., all
wiciees of atel kinds.
FOR RENT.
It is worth coming miles to buy
JVan Boren. Ark., Dec. 1'O. -.M. F.
rive acres of lend le minutes
in individual boxes.
Reber fell eight feet front the roof your holiday supplies of useful, prae • Trott SAT.R.---VIctor V granbone
Troops
Ord
to
Hunt
'Mayer.
Ovxteii CIALIA, Intl
4414v0.4Prs4*---.4RAPhoM,
ut "It raoro•Aiyi
-*-hosee.--4404
/
sieeeib-, be-..-erwl erewte,
-el e- purrh" --trithr.r, 't1Trilitillig- MIR Deck -Seel;
Ardettle, Tle , -ewe. to _Mame
hnnesi Offbeferstethle, Rent $loqi pet
for
$35
if
sole
at
once
Address
M
and dying instantly. John .1furphy, merchandise in this, Patitteah's Great
Brinson was killed bete this after:rear.
T. E. LYDON.
prominent
ettisen, fell Department Store, where your !none) K., care Sun.
another
noon by a negro, who fled to the
349 Broadway
through a trestle on the Frisco -rail- will have the most marvelous pur- ---Wirirftlf),-- A good white woman swamp and else-aped. A special train
Druyinglastas
way Into a gulch eighty feet below ()lasing newer every day during tbir to help to do general housework. with a sheriff's Dowse and
blood--Olive camp, Will()men of the
Fib sod Brsithrly. 000.1110st hole
and suffered only slight Injuries to great bargain sale every day from Apply 918 Broadway, or troth phestree hdtinds left Fillen. Ga., for the (scene,
World, yid elect officers tontght.
4115.
Int:1w till Christmas.
MP aak te.
/farther
uuble Is feared.
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HART'S the place to buy good

goods at the right price.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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Ambre Royale

Bouquet Farnese
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Extra Violette
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POMP IAN
PROMOTED TO lAWISV1LLE RUN
AND WILL LEAVE PADUCAH.

Weigh
Yourself

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10.

PATROLMAN HURLEY

Turn
The Wick

IINC`OVERS SUFFICIENTLY TO
MOVED.

and then after a few weeks weigh yourself again. Ifyou are losing weight take
•
REColtIS IIEATEN III
'Atic51r. Peffer has Witte to
NEVI' 1-01tK MAN. get to businesif here totals 2,601t Conductor H. E. Dawes Assumes SCOTT'S EMULSION. Breathe fresh
Go to Dixon Springs to Bet uair day and night. Eat simple food.
days. This means he beats the Chias high as you can-there' no
Nrw Duties Shortly-Pay Day
perste From
Attack of
flueinees Veteran Travels 00 Miles cago champion's record 111 'total
clanger--as low as you please
'this Week.
Try this for a few weeks.
Paralysis.
Daily tor ad Year:.
mileage by more than ,;70,0100 miles.
--there's no smell. That's
Then weigh yourself again. The expe$2,0041
His tickets alto cost him
because the smokeless device
rience
of thousands of men, women
• Niel York, Dec. 10 -- As the more than the Chiamoan'a Mr.
prevents
smoke or smelland children is that
champion commuter Chleago has 'rut Petrer is known as "Santa Claus" by
Capt. R. E. Daises, the weal known
Patrolman Aaron Hurley, who has
that means a steady flow of
forward John B. McNeil, a wholesale all the old employes of the New Illinois Central conductor, who has
been confined to him bed for abotit
glowing heat for every QUEICZ
grocer
According to mathematic-sins Haven. road, on whose lines he has had a run on the Cairo and Hupkine
two months with paralyses, was able
of fuel bumed in a
ville division for four years, has
Id that cityt Mr. McNeil has traveled traveled all his life.
,
to leave his home for the first time
been given runs Noe. 121 and 1t2, increases
thirty-five years between Elgin and
yesterday, lie walked down to Sethe weight. It contains a
on the Louisville divislan end will as- power
Chicago, covering a total, distance of
It Didn't Work.
that produces new flesh. This genfilter's drug store and to other
756,000 miles and expencileg $4.1.1.0
"I asked my nurse to marry me," sume his new duties tomorrow. The simple
treatnwnt often cures consump- places in the neighborhood yesterannouncement of the ',remotion is
In railroad fares. Ile ,bas traveled said the aged millionaire.
day, and today he will leave for
hat.
seventy.two miles each tlay. occupy"And when will the ceremony take goad nev./s to his
many friends,
Dixon Springs, Ill., to spend,several
An
Druggists'
50e.
ing in the aggregatt• 2,425 days on place?"
and
though
$1.00.
it is regretted that he and
/
weeks with relatives there. Officer
trains.
"It won't take place. Of course, I his estimable family will move their
Hurley's recovery is a plaasapt surNapped aria Smokeless Device)
But New York has Chisago beaten daln't expect her to render'anyeabill. resideuce to Louisville In a few
enise to his friends, as ha was beby tuaireassiltaa J. H. Petrel., of Green but she did. That woman was too weeks. Mr. Dawes euceeads Conducems.:
hopelessl
lieved
to
y
at
be
111
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Farms, Conn., has traveled between cotd and ca.culating to appreciate a tor W. S. Forsythe: who has re- Mexdcan Mechanics. The d•etatles of
You can carry it about and care for it just as easily as a lamp.
bet and relatives were summoned on
Ow
anent*
already
have
been
arhis home and New York,a distance of loving heart like mine."
Brass oil font holds 4 quarts burning 9 hours. Handsomely finsigned his position wtth the a C. to
several occasions, his family relievforty-eight miles each way, daily to?
take up other work. Conductoe-Gee. ranged, and the effects of the union
ished in japan and nickeL Every heater warranted.
ing
he
point
death.
was
the
at
of
are expected to be far-reaching.
fifty-three years. Mr. Peffer has
"Why do you think your husband 1•'. Hervey will succeed Mr. Dawes
It is again reported from Philadeltraveled 1,524.400 miles. while he Inherited his somnambulism?"
on the Cairo and Hopkinsville run.
The,PI
adds cheeriness
has been a commuter, and has paid
Master Car_Builder T. M. Baugh- phia that W. W. Atterbura, general OYSTER EATER SEEKS CONTEST
"Ills father was on /he police
0
to the long
•• railroad $c
an will return today from a busi- manager of the Pennsylvania, is to
force."-Cblaago
be promoted eo sixth vice-president. Teems Man Swallows
win ter evenings. Steady,
Itivalvea and
ness trip to Louisville.
brilliantN light to read, sew or knit by. Made of
Wants Chance to Repeat Repast
Engineer Will Burch is expected to Charles E. Pugh, second vice-presibrass, nickel plated, latest Unproved central draft
return today from a hunting trip_ao dent, in charge of operating, ItIld be
retired on pension in three years.
burner. Every lamp wananted. If your dealer canSaint Jo, Tex., Dec. 10.-John
Bullard county.
The quartermaster's department of Mousier, who claims to be the chainnot supply Perfectioa Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp
'Officer Dick Tolbert. of the .shops.
the army has taken up the question ;lion oyster eater of the world, has
Wide
OW nearest agency for descriptive cicalae.
was sailed home yesterday by the
of providing kitchen cars on trains issued a challenge for a competition
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
serious illness of his wife.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
when troops arc' traveltiag oyer the in the eating of the bivalve Moulder
(incorporated)
The station at Stiles has been various
All Kii,ds of Hauling. Second
transcontinental lines. The'has established a record for eatinn
abandoned and the switch at that suggestio
n of the military authorities twenty-eight and one-half dosen fresh
and Washington Streets.
place removed. The company has
ha* met with approval.
oysters at one sitting of four hours
recOived no business at this place
The
Mobile
Warehouse for Storage.
and
OhioIs
receiving
since the gravel pit was abandoned.
40 freight ears daily on an-order tot
Transfers in Change.
Meter Mechanic Turnbull. of
1.000, placed with St. Louis mann.
Both Phones-499.
The vAllliamette Heights citizens
Memphis. has- posted notices of a
factisrers. The company has also re- handed the conductor of the car a $5
vacancy for an engineer in the Nos.
cently received deliveries on orders clearing house certificate.
1011 and 104 passenger run between
for passenger coaches and loc./motives
"What's that?" asked the nitn t?cPaducah and Memphis. He will reand le now ,considered in excellent hincIlle bell
cord. ""
ceive applications for the place up
shape for the yerat busy season.
"That's a clearing hoase certifito and including December 15.
The Illinois Central pay car will be cate, tile new kind of Portland monA derailment of two cars heavily
here Saturday. The payroll this ey." said the NV.
It is a great, deal cheaper to place manual subscriptions to 'sevH. (itizen.
loaded with lumber was caused in the
month will approximate what it did
eral magazines at the seere time and order them all together ['oat
"Is it good?" asked th, lord 01 the
I C. yards this morning by a draw
last month and its arrival will giva pun cli,
us. than it, is to buy the same Magazines &Analy or anbascr.be to them
head Pulling one The derailment
an imeetus to Christmas shopping.
Cmosbizattion cub offers are now made by witch web"Sure it's good. Paper money
was on a siding and traffic on the
scribers to Detersl magarines an secure bergain pricer. sometimes
goes these days."
train line was not delayed.
getting three or four magazines; for the peke of one or two. Sub"All right, old man," and the con
The I. Callhops will observe Christsereptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and maybeductor Immediately handed the pasmas das
lesaneeghoiklaame
with auy anwelt.--Ligt-nr-hrOW-W1111 n
senger-44.9a -worth of transferaa--zioejou are tak------MATFTELTL
while many of the employes will
take
aig now or what magazines you want to take next year, anal we will
Portland Oregonian.
vacations; of several days' duration
quote the combination price, shoeing saving to he effected.
4W.1•11*81411•264609616•3161
during the holidays. A great many
Four-Year-Old Rescues 'Brother.
have already made applications for
The epidemic of typhoid fever in
SAMPLE BARGAINS.
Eureka Springs, Ark.,'Dec. 10.lay-offs, the requests bcang made the Newsome
neighborhood is bear- From • room enve:oped
McClure's Magazine $1.50
in flames.
early tu order that dates may be al- ing the
Cosmopolitan ... ..$1.0n
most frightful results. Two Willie
Ruark. 4-year-old son of Mr.
or American
lotted
them
that
will
not interfere victims of the dread disease
Home Magasloe . -1.00
died and Mrs. W. W. Ruark, rescued his
lteador Ikagaziue.... 3.00
with the general run of business.
eaturday and others are in a preSuccess
....1.00
2-year-old brotherarxitb a cliklay ot
Metropolitan
The crossing et Teneessee street. carious
..1.50
condition,
or American
heroism seldom eredited to a child.
or World Today
%itch has beet? in a bid way, has
At 9 o'clo9k Saturday night Mr.
Dieing the absence of the mother,
betas repaired and placed in One eondi Will
or Womannt Home
$3.00
Burnett, aged 27 years, died as
the children, playing on the floor, first
Oomaanion
Hon. The officials of the road were a
$4 00
All tor 12.30
result of an attatk of typhoid. He
realised danger when flame's burst
not aware of the unsafe eondition-of troves
All for 84.00, IILC, Pelee
a site. He was buried at the
Weekly Inter Ocean
tram the ceiling, then quickly crept
the crossing until the atiention was Smith
Reader Magazine
.93 00
grave yard Sunday afternoon.
and farmer
downward through the wails.
called to It by the newspapers.
Rev .s'w of Bevis
..3.00
Mr. Wesley Mason, also of the -New
McCael's )4agasine .. .50
,
Railroad
Notes.
or Out.ng
some
comery, succumtisi to an at(with pattern)
--The two labor organizations of tack of the
or A.ne'ee'a
Home Magazine.... 1.00
same malignant fever WHAT A STOUT WOMAN
Metico
are to tom ah alliance. The late Saturday night.
or Smart Set
SHOULD WEAR.
-oreanizat!ons are the Grand League
"It is a mistake for a fat woman
He was burled at the Holland
$4.00
$2.50
House wiring, electric plants installed;
of Fai'roadera and the Cnion of gravel yard
to wear long, loose, sweeping lines
Monday morning.
Both for $3.00. Half Pere
All for $1.25, Half Price
Mr•Masori was 2,
Complete machine shop.
"tome Magna :/s • • • •$1•0
5 years of age and She should wear fitted or semi'fitted
1
DeFigner..
..$0:50
KILL THE DANDRUFF' GERM
was unmarried. He was a on of clothes, and choose dark materials,"
McClure's
.... .1.59
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4
Fourth St.
faishions)
Phorsesa 757
.Mr. W. E. Mason and was a well said a prominent dressmaker, notaor Ceernopraltan
Cosm o pol 1 tam ... .. ;.00
Or Your Hair Will Fall Out Till You known and popular
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for
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"good
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of
young
or American
man.,
•
Reader Magazine ..
.00
Bald. .
"My success in, makMr. A. D. Mullins, aged 62 years, stout women
or Success
died at Folsom:bale Sunday of ty- imp4tout women appear thin, how$2.50
Modern :science has discovered that phoid fever. Mr.
$4.50
Mullins was a mew ever, is due in reality, to the fact
Both for $1.65
dandiuff is caused by a germ that bet of the Baptist
- All for $2.60
charch and was that I can make them thinner if they
. F. Paxton,
digs up the scalp in scales, as it bur- buried at Little
R. Rudy,
I' Puryear,
Won church this will take my advice. I advise all the
President.
Complete Subacriptiou Catal Dime, with beautiful Harrison F.sher
rows down to th! roots of the hair, morning.
cashier.
etout
ones
Assistant en.hter.
to go to their druggist,
He was the father of three
(says r. listing ail magazinee singly and In clubs at :attest rater:,
where it destroys the hair's vitality, children, Mrs.
Emmett Harper, of get aa oz. of Marmola (being caresent
you free on race:et of postal card request.
causing falling hair, and ultimate'y, this county; Mrs.
W. L. Owens, of ful to get a sealed package), Sia oz.
baldness. After Prof. l'nua, of Ham- this county, and
Mr. Samuel Mullins, of Fluid Extract Cascara Aromatic.
burg, Germany, discovered the dand- of Paducah. Ile leaves
and 3 1a ozs. of Syrup Simplex.
Central Magazine Agency - • Indianapolis, Indiana.
a wife.
ruff germ. all efforts tel find a remedy
These ingredients are mixed together
The BobleeMerrill Company.
:lacereerated
failed until the gred laboratory diaJudge Hecker spent Sunday with at home and taken a teaspoonful to
emery was made which resulted in his brother, John
a
dose after meals and at bedtime."
Y. Hocker, in CalCsipitai
Newbro's Herpicide.
It alone
'All three are- simple, wholesome
$100,000
of loueay county. Judge Holter says
Surplus
all other hair preparatiors kilo The his brother is a
remedies
that
cannot
do
harm
50,000
anyto
great deal better
•
Stockholder, liability. •
dandruff germ. Without dandruff and although still suffering
from the one. They even help to improve the
100.000
hair grows luxuriantly. "Destroy paralytic stroke
he received, is able health, while the way they reduce
the cause, you remove the effect." to move rather freely.
Total security to depositors
John
Y. fat is truly astonishing. I have
1112210.‘
Sold by leading druggists.
AefftWets of individuals and firms solicited.
Two Hocker recently received a paralytic known a woman to lbse over thirty
is the spirit that dominates The Reader Magazine. It is
We appreciate
wide-awake,
/SUPS, 50C and
$1.
Send
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11)‘`. in stroke. He 1st 75 years old..
between visits to me. IP.takes
small na well rin large depositors and
pnerressi;e, many-sided, full of the most entertaining fiction,
accord to all the same
ofthe best
atamps for sample to The Herpicide
the fat off symmetrically, too, withcourteous treatment.
poetry, and of feature article,that deal with the manifold interests
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Co., Detroit, Mich. W. E. McPherson.
causing
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wrinkles,
does
internot
Very Sick.
our national life. THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER i', the greatest isiue
Special Agent.
Mrs. Lillie Curvin la dangerously fere with the diet in any way, and
()Wile Reader that Ints yet appeared. A subscription makes the best
ill of consumpttun at Farmington does not require a whole lot of fatigInterest Paid on Time Deposits
pble Christmas present.
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She is the sister of Mrs. D. Sullivan. uing exercise to show results. I
wonder more dresarnakers do not try
A Few ofa Hundred Features
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this plan of mine, rtor the ingredients
Manufacturer; of Cement.
New York, Dec. 10.-Aecording to are cheap, easily secured, and pleasthe members of the, American Port ant to take, and. as I sald, really im•
Third and Broadww,
is at his best and funniest in a side- achieves his ma.terpiece
land Cement Manufacturers' assoaia- prove one's health and appearance."
in a great
splitting yarn of a parrot that confused
dramatic love story of a genius in art
Hon, who assempled In annual meet119•011111111111111811111111111111•8.
Christmas and the Fourth of July, who found a genius in life-TA.Naered
ing here today, there is oab industry
The Day Ws Cel•hrote. It is to laugh. Spark.
that so far has felt no ill effect from
All the patent medicines and
the business depression supposed to toilet articles advert;se
d in thie
prevail at 4he present time. Mort"
paper are on sale at
reform mayor of Toledo, and author
Even :f you never hunted big game
"meta has been used for building
of The Turn of the Babinec, tells of and don't know a
McPherson's D ru Store
red deer from a
purposes during the tact year than
the 0kt-fashioned picturesque lawyer Teddy Bear, you'll thoroutrhly
enjoy
Fourth and Broadway.
ever
in a way that touches your heart.
before
!since
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introduct
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the hunting dory, lath. 14 ilderwess.
and the demand promises to continue
on the increase indefinitely. (In addia
tion to transacting routine business
DebatesE!
'thp annual meeting of the associaMr. Bryan says that Reciprocity is a failure, Protection the cause
tion, will discuss a number of quesof
panics, and the !imposed Tariff Commasion a Republica
tions of interest to the trade.
n bluff to postpeine action. 'Senator Beveridge brings all the guns of his party
of a highly matured whiskey
to bear on
314 Broadway
Mr.'gryan'S prOpOdt1011 of a straight twenty-five per cent.
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ALIENS ADMITTED How to Cure
WARRANTS ISSUED POSITIONS SECURED
AS SUCCESSFUL EAST
'Constipation
AS IN THE WEST
DRAUGHON'S
Or

Ctin"l'ItACT given, backed be 5300 000 00

INCREASE 184,000 OVER
NUMBER FOR 1900.

Cooper's Theories Are Being Rapidly
Accepted by Eastern People.
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OFFICIALS (W THE CALIFORNIA
Few people altogether escape a disorTRUST COMPANY ACCUSED.
der of the bowels. You may catch cold,
IneorpereteoL)
over-eet, over-drink, worry too much,
P.1DUCAll, 312 Broadway, anl Evansville and St. Louis.
not exercise enough or do a hundredand
lesokeeping, Itankieg, Shorthani, Pennianehip, Telegraphy, etc Indorsed
one other things that result in constipa- j,
Daleell. lintels and W. J. Retrthoot by leisiness mete Also teaelk,by iihsIl, Write, phone, or call for catalogue.
non or costiveness. When the trouble
Charged
Felonious
EmWith
comes it is well to know what to do for it.
Colleigeos tn 17 Status.
bezzlement.
In the opinion of thousands there is no
better cues for constipation than Dr.
Caldwell's,Syru oPepsin, which anyone
can obtain tor
cents or $1 at a drug
store. We all have constipation occaSan Francesco, Dec. 10.—J. lialzel:4.
sionally, and the sensible thing to do is
to have a bottle of thIs remedy alas). in the Brown, a prometent financier yf this
bot.se. You take it at niebt on retiring, for city and general manager of the Gall
esean pie. and when you wake en in the morning
Ifornia Sate Deposit and Trust cornat Your usual hour it produces to repots.
'Your stomeobinstantlyeecomesienttar.nier pany, which
Third Si.
closed Its doors early in
Fatah, /E
bead clearer. oar ens brighter, you feel setieelx
—
—
t on
wad spry ewe wait
w
your &Pta*
, was arrested last. night
or
hes wr ovent per.
turned and you are ready to work with memmoan and vigor. All this may not Mire taken t he charge of felonious embezzlement
puce than a dose Or two. at a coetaottoexesed A warrant has also been issued for
$ees or three cents. Can you afford to feel 9.41
the arrest of W. J. Hartnett, a leadWhen yOti can feel itesod tor 50 littler
Dr. Wilson Brown. of Metropolis. Ill.. Me DO Big
lawyer and a director of the bank-Deletion,in saying that Dr. Caldwell's
8 rest •
Pepsin is the greatest ot all laxatives ad be leg company.,
frankly admits to his paUents that U they used
Brown and ,Bartnett are accused
It when the stomach. titer or bowels sot Sat 02
order they would have lees need of him It is of flaying
hypothecated securities
without doubt the best ours for onesimial or
chronic oonstipnthur. tirsoetula. biliousness. amounting to the sum of $300,00t.
IS BY
jaundice. sour stomach. lazy itver. datishiney, beloilgIng to the Ookon estate,
of
diarrhea, and similar digestive ills In old or
Its a mussed time. better than seats whet. Bartnett was special adminiea•
TO WthialL
grntl: teat surely. Is trator.
The warants for the arrest
t tO Ile ipme. dors Out kilt* and cures
44 Brown and Bactnett were obtained
Ogi torAlliglet and get a 50 cent or et
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAHLER
today from the district attorney's
botte
alatuts are not Justilled.
l
office by attorneys, for Mrs. Helen
Thew witting Is trg Or.Cold. Saeher, who is contesting for a porinc J1.11'001,1.0
voles tiro Pepun beam bagtion of the estate of Mrs. D. D. Collag Cu NM a tres WOO 11150e lest Is OW hens ey
seereserer Itts
Math,Is Is eterblhathe ten, widow
of one of the associates of
rumen/ will debuss
sa it lab cm is Oise
wee awe seierVe
in
fig It If yes hon ler Huntington and Stanford in the con- [Moll veeeel.
ooether eith ten
sytetwes
s
ears
of
arisse
ea setsandes
hr 0111110, wasmaZtt struction of the Central Pacific.
the crew, entered a boat which u,
marsitaa, wooed ism sWe. NE
Bank Commissioner Sherer In a driven on the rocks
PUBLIC VERCUCT: "toe Wain, Is else II•11 Se.
and wreck..
as 05 CALDWELL'S Fleur ItMK° Thtefellett statement said:
Seven of the men, includiug the teo
peers punts get/anise Mo. 17, Vtatinenego
"In my investigations of the affairs tale. were drowned. Those who o
minim SYRUP Oa
1070.Ideal! Bldp., Monticello, Ill.
of the batik I found they had loaned emitted aboard the steamer we
a great deal of money ,pn stocks of s'ave4their own companies.. They stem to
The Ferfetehire was able to pr.
pave very few .bondk on which they ceed•
have leaned money. I found In my
Investigations they had IF875.000 of
.
"Norah, inasmuch as your1 motto
Western Pacific railroad stock. 1
is not at home, you will pleaee
have been advised that within three
WHAT HAS IlleEN DONE IN KEN- hours before they closed they accept- tell her we called." el won't hats
to, leddiee. She knows lt."—Chicao
TUCKY FOR CAUSE..
ed a deposit ef e50,000 from a certain
go Tribere
Paducah IV.
nutuufact wing company and that
eee
within half an hour before the closing they accepted a deposit of
Result of First eleaeotee Field Work $2
Under Deputtenent of tgriculture in This State.
Pain
M) HARMONY AS TO FINANCE.

GUY NANCE & SON

a
L. T. Cooper, whose thiory that and at times I would have an enorWashington, Dec. 10.—The annual
agaimaone
appetite,
mous
then
and
stomach
,s the cause of
Use human
report of Secretary Oscar S. Straus,
it all. Pie and cake made me sick, of the department of commerce
and
Most ill health and who created a
and I almost alweys had a sickening
furore in Chicago,St. Louis and other feeling in my stomach. I wee ner- :atone was made public today. The
eecretery reports that much has been
western,
'cities, is meeting with tht vous, god for -weeks at' a time could
acoomplished durimi tee year, and,
same velnarkable success with his not sleep, and then again could sleep in
part, tram
medicine througleout the east. Cooper eighteen hours at a stretch. Seen,
The
total number of aliens admithas convinced an- immense number of however. seemed to do me no good.
people that his theety is sound and and I would awake tired and more ted during the year was 1,2S5.349.
which exceeded that for the fiscal
his medicine will do what he claims. erbapsted than when I went to bed.
Year 1906 by 184,614, and that for
Perhaps the most Interesting tea"1 s as constipated, had pains in
tares of the discussion this souteg .my back, and fluttering. and pains in the fiscal year 1905 by 258.850,
being Increases of 17 and 25 per
man is causing, are the statements my heart. I was unable to work with
made by responsible people who have regularity, and took no loteresteeen cent, respectively. Dereag tke yeer
taken his medicines and. have become anything. I tried all kinds of medi- 13,064 aliefis wet& rejected, liu increase over 'the .rejections for the
enthusiastic converts to hislbeliefs.
cines and dealers, but none beneflted
Among statements of this charac- me. I had no energy and no ambi- the fiscal year 1906 of 632. The
total number seeking admission in
ter, the followieg, by Mr. August tion, and had about concluded to give
%%lamer. 1049 Rockwell Court, Cirl- up when the Cooper medicine wee 1907,.therefore,. was 1,298,413, an
increase over the total number applytago. is eharacterietle of the wide- recommended. Thanks to it, my
spread faith in Cooper. which has health seems completely restored end ing in 4906 of 185,246.
A notable feature of the immigragrown up in a comparatively, short I fee/ Like a new man."
time. Mr. Wittmer says: "I wouldn't
Cooper medicines have created. the tion consists in the fact that of the
take $1,000 and be In the condition I greatest sensation of anything of the aliens admitted, 1,100.77.1 ranged in
age from fourteen to forty-four years,
was three weeks ago., I was Preen- kind ever before introduced.
Maly an Invalid. for fourteen years
We sell them, and will be glad to and 138,344 were less than folirteen
and think I had about all of the dis- explain the nature of them to our years of age. leaving only 46,234 who
had reached or passed the age or
eases known. My stomach, was weak, eableys.—W. B. MePhereon.
forty-five. As to literacy, it is ahowb
that 343,402, or 30 percent of the
UNMANICURED WAITERS GO.
are able to keep them in the beet conmember of aliens admitted, were
total
dition, too, bemuse they are not reilliterate. Concerning the financial
New York Rector.. Lays Down LW quirecl to enter the kitchen to get
condition of the immigrants. 873,923
food. as in this colt n try."
in Regard to the Nails.
exhibited less 2111121 _$50 each—how
•
much more they had it is impossible
York, Dec. 10.—Rector's
New
Shorter Dinners.
to state — while 107,503 showed
'roadway restaurant has decreed
Nothing has done more to shorten amounts
in excels of that sum; and
that not on4)- must waiters be neat the over-elaborate dinner than the
the total amount of money which was
and well 'haven but that they shell custom of restaurant dining. In a
exhibited by arriving aliens, and
,also lee manicured. The rule goes cafe one feels easy at inviting people
country, was $25,.Into effect tomorrow, and the pro- to steak with two vegetables, a salad, brought into the
average of almost $20
prietor says it will be imperative. and cheese and coffee. At home oys- 599,893, an
person. There has been a considInfractions will be punished by fines lers and soup. entrees and dessert per
erable increase In the number of peror dismissal.
would also have been deemed neces- sans rejected because of
ineanitY.
Mr. Rector has agreed to maintain sary. So many people dine in rescentagious dieettees and convictiot,
a well equipped
manicure parlor, taurants now that this simplicity is
hospitals of this
where alt his severity-live wgiten, creeping tote -the eiteterfetH7 selected I_for crime. The
J ete ahaee Wieliewee Dlnnri
countryafforded-flelel
r- -iT1td 'nel'He
In most eases ars direct results'
The first season's field work in the
may haVe the fob done..
ocrats Not Success.
little home dinner. One may Invite leer to 11,528 aliens, and warrants
c.• WEAK KIDNEYS and INco-operattee investigation of the forIt to understood that they will re- even one's formal acquaintances to
FLAMMATION OF TIIE BLADof deportation were executedt in the est resources of
Kentucky by the
tweet paiticular attention to the dex- dinner without taxing, as some Ose
DER. The strain on the KidWashington, D. C.. Dec. 10.—A
cases of 995 on the ground of, un- United States Forest Service
ter hand or the one which usually re- puts it, either "the limitations of the
and" the
neys and inflamed membranes
dinuer given last night to the minorlawful residence or because of hav- Szate Board of Agricultu:e
lining the neck of the Bladder
has just
rtsives time.
hosbess, the family purse, ing become public charges. 9nd to.
ity
members
house
Of
the
committee
been. completed.
producing the pains.
Mr. Rector said that the idea is or theisstience of the guests."
on banking and cutrency by Repreother catses. a hearing haviieg been
Good progress has been made; all
not original with him. "Why, it has
sentative John Sharp Anthems, the
granted in each case. The total numthe territory drained by the
Big Democnatic leader in
'Uncle Bill. what is an affinity?"
been the custom in France for years'
ber of aliens actually returned to the
the house, was
Sandy
and Little Seedy rivers and
"Oh, 'most anybody that you are countries whence they came, therebe declared. "At the beet restaurants
a great success in everything ext.there patrons expect to see the mile not married to, Willie."—November fore (13,064 plus 995). was 14,0.59. Tygarts creek.. has been covered,
rounding out the program for
which include the followitig counties:
of waiters properly manicured. They Smart Set.
REWARD TO THIRD AND
Deeiocrats on the subject of (loam
which, compared with the total numRite, Letcher, Knott, Floyd, Martin,
legislatOn. Inc identaNy. that was th.
ber returned during the year 1906 Johnson,
KENTUCKY.
Lawrence, Boyd, Greene!),
(12,432 plus 076). 13,108, ehows an
whole purpose of the dinner.
look Binding, Bank
Carter and Elliot. The work will be
Work, Legal
Discutsing the function today oneil
THE PLACE TO BIN SUITABLE Increase of 951, or over 7 .per cent. taken up again next spring
.a.•
•
and com- of
sad
Library
Work
a
specialty.
Two
dosese give relief, an&
the members.of the committee said,
pleted so far as the funds settleable
one box wil cure any ordinary
they had about given up a:I thought
l'ItESEVIS POlt
He Was Dead Sure.
will permit. The exewnse of the- incase of Kidney or Bladder
They were cross-examining In a vestigation is borne jointly by the of agreeing on Vita Wbea enancee, trouble. Removes
Gravel. cures
were
mentioned
over cigars, clintrete I
Chicago court recently a bookmaker federal goeerntoent and the state,
Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions,
coffee. etc.. bedlam broke loose.1
who had -been caught in the tolls for each aporopriating $2,00-0.
Weak
and
Lame
Back, Rheumabuy horses,
Briar SIMI NleerwhaUtii Pipe*, Cigar
There
were
seven
statesmen
piesenC
tism
and
all irregularities of the
playing some other game- than his
The object of the study has been to alleeed
Holders, cigar and Tobacco Jars.
sell
Kidneys
horses,
and
to
Bladder
possess knowledge on the i
in both
own. The third sub-assistant disFine lob/v.(4)s. 5 and to cent cigars fh
determine the present timber supply, currency
men and women. Sold at 50
question, but as near as the)
trict attorney was intent upon a con- the rate
board horses
holiday packages.
of consumption, and other came to getting
tents a box on the No Cure No
together on the sub-,
viction. however, and was doing his facts which
,10 a general
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
May serve as a basis for ject was
seven
different
measures., store, Fourth and
beet, not too successfully, to shake suggestions
vety'business.
Broadway,
and recommendations to Merite was
claimed for all of them.but t
sole agents for Pedro-eh, or sent
the testimony of the defendant.
THE SMOKE HOP4E,
be emnodied in a report to the KenJohn Sharp
umpir
Vineliams was not
e.'
willing
by mall upon reeeept of price to
•
"You're sure of that!" he yelled tucky legislature.
to act as
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
as the bookmaker stuck to an asserI Imeorporn ed.
The investigation so far conducted
2Zal Broadway.
The minority leader had intended' Ky.
term that did not suit the case of the
Fourth Si au Kentucky Ire
has shown that within reasonable to give these dinners once a weed'
state.
dtetanc of railroads and floating until he had entertained the minority
"Sure, I am certain," came th
streams there lot verrnitle good tim- members of ale the house committee,
MERIW CHRISTMAS
answer.
ST. LOUIS & TENNEsSEE RI% Eli
ber left, and yellow poplar is getting how he doubts the wisdom of
this
,"You remember that 3ou are undo
scarce is through the region. Ten plan.
and a warm welcome lo extended to
oath "
PACKET COMPANY.
years ago this tree as the most im"I do that."
fe.., and an invitation to know the
(Incorporated.)
portant once of the region, but now
Seven Drown After Crash.
ea.ue and quality of Oar tatiored
"And you sweac to this statement
the cut -of white Mk exceeds it both
London, Dee. 10.—Hts2vy gales in
FOR THE TENNEICEE
garments, from fabrics of worth and
told Phone 812.
•
of yours?"
in quantity and value. Many water- the <hamlet and the dislocation of the
STEAMER CLYDE
"Swear to it! Why, Mr. Lawyer
dependability. Their coot is modest,
ene-ds are practf-ally 'devoid of mer- cross-channel traffic resulted in a disand the satisfaction they afford men
and judge, your honor, I'd bet a hunchantahle timber, and many others astrous collision off ,Folkestone this
Leaves Pulocritt for Tennessee Rite,
of taste is their own and my bid for
dred on It any day."—Saturday.
Even- are rapidly
approaching this condi- morning between the Dutch steamer
Every Wedneeday at 4 p. m.
ing Poste
your patronage.
tion. Much of the land has been Scheldesstroom and the British
9
bark
a
cleared
for
farming - purposes, but Forfarshire.
H. M. DALTON,
A. W. WRIGHT
Master
•
No Tine- for Altything
owing to the steepness of the hills,
The Scheidestroom was badly dam- EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
"So you think his intentions are
lich in many sections wash badly, aged and ran for Folkestone, where,
)03 Broadwp
serious." - mid tne father. ''Do you and
Furniture Stored and Packed
to the natural poverty of the
This company is not responsible
Ise eel, The .ve ri of the
know anyth'ing about his habits"
With Warn-n & Warren, Jewelers.
soil, a large portion of the cleared
On Micros St
foe InvoSe charges unless collected:
"Yea." replied the girl's mother. land has
been abandoned after raisby the clerk of the boat.
"That's why I think his intentions are ing a few
crops of Tern, and it is now
serious."
growing up in briars and bushes,
Special excursion rates from Pain
"11.0 w do you, mean ?"
very slowly reverting to forest again
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round .
"His principal habits seem to be
trip $8.00. heaves Paducah every,
This part of the state has a fairly
I r.v..1 I'aa
• a
v
•••
Moan Ills,.
.
calling on May and writing to her."
suffe rer
Intd 11, tar aton.ieh Wednesday at 4 p. m.
thick population, and the people defor the last ten v. ara I Tarr he's Sivlaing
—The Catholic Standard Rod "nines.
pend to a large extent on the market- One and other dross. 5,,a e,mid find no reilor only
Icir•short time. I will recommend C
rt. to
ing and manufacture of the timber ate friends as the osly thing for indigesu-n al
roar stomach snd to keen the heerels in goo.I
EVANSVILLE. P A DUCAH AND
for a livelihood. It is therefore -Mon. They are very nice to oal '•
Harry Stu,k1cy. tlsuch Chunk. Pa.
(Abu) LINE.
highly important, not so much that
(Inetorporated.)
the timber itself should be preserved,
best for
fire,
Steam Boiler,
but that the forest lands should he
The Bowels
Home Seekers' tickets to all
EVANSVILLE-P.DUCAH PACKETS
IDEAL.
2
are
Life,
Bonds,
so handled that a perpetual supply
points in the south and south(Dally Eirept Sunday.)
for bookAccident,
Plate Glass,
of..tiniber may be expeeted.
west. including New Orleans
binding,corbHealth,
Cargo,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Steamers
Joe
Fowler
and
John
S
Met making,
Liability,
Ilul I,
CODY ADMITS W50,000 OFFER.
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evansand all manAutomobile,
Elevator.
Territory, at about one fare
'tulle and way landings at•11 a. m.
ufacturing
"13uffalo TIM" Sept .He Refueed tie
for the round trip, good reTHE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
processes reTestify in Gould Case.
Old
eurning for thirty days.
Pleasant, refeeble. Ponegt Taste Good, Do Good, Leaves Paducah for Cairo and
wa3
New 369
369
eur726
726
fever Sto I, on Weaken or Brine. 16.
.
giver
quiring glue.
paid e bolls. The gen -Ism tablet !Moaned
CC. landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, exSuaranteed to eon, or your money back.
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
Denver.
Dec. l0.—"Mss Helen
Campbell Building, PeiduCratt, Ky.
Frankfort, Ky..—InauguraSterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y.
They are portable, clean,
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
Mar Was paid so much a word for hem
tion of Goy, Willson. Round
and return, with or without meals
simple in construct ion and
testimony in the Hawar4 Gould ditrip $8.6.0. Tickets to be sold
ad room. Good music and table unoperation, reliable and
vorce case when she testified against
December 9th and 10th, good
WOMEN.
AND
MEN
surpassed.
have perfect heat control,
Mee, Gould in New York." said Col
returning until December 10.
Pee alga for unnatara
•
For further information apply to
dierhargeninfleirematioen
oxinel William F. Cody today. "After
or
Irritations
aleeration•
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
FOILIII SIZES ,
Te 911=00. lit en•e o s assobraass.
the lawyers for the defense are'
reilemeb
Painless, and not astrise Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
(, One, Two, Four nod Eight
through with her the evidence she
Dint
gent or noieosone.
Nowlain,
Mid by Drs.0041. Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's oaks,
Quarts
gave will not atnougt to anythina.
a.in.
Or mint in plain wrapper, First and Broadway.
As
for
the
reports
by etpros. prepssid. for
concerning Gould's
- - 1111.0. or II od.ttot02.7S.
offer to me to testify against the charAlso Water Heaters. Irons
Proalur INOW.4110 reasa.
acter of Cs wife, I was offered not
and Ovens for istanu125.000. but $50,000 to testify and I
THE
lecturers
reeved the offer."
AND
THE

Undertakers and Embalmers

211-213 S.

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

FREE TtST

FORESTRY

Backache.
in the
Hips and Groins

This label is al
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

LARK'S
HENRY MAVEN, JR.
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT

•
IINIm.111=MI,

Tully Wary Company

R. L. McMurtrie
Manufacturer of

Mattresses

our Stomac

--INSURANCE/A0ENT'S
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ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

Offici Phones

Electric Glue Pots

Residence Phones ,.),,"

ANNUAL SALE,TEN MILLION BOXES

ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber

NEW STATE HOTEL

Steam Heating Expert
R.epair Work Solicited.
•
BOth Phones 201

A

132
323 Kentucky Avenue.

Fourth St.

IKE MOW 116141 & RIVER CU

Rich Men Weds Hone; Widow.
Bentonville. Ark., Dec. 141.—Co.
taamuel W. Peel, one of the wealthiest
citizens in the state, married his
daughter in-law, the widow of his
tieteeateel son, who is the mother of
five children. He is 76 years of eke
and a paralytic end his bride osemo
years under ie. Col. Peel repre-

riregi'rfV

W1CTROPOLIfi, flAL

CURE

wim

D. A. Barley, Prop.

Newest sod beet hotel in the day.
Two large Ma*
tette $11.00.
femme Bads rooms. Electric lAaisto
the only east sfly located Hotel b
Ile city.
*5w, COALILEIACIAL Patna/NASD-
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Dr. King's
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.
s
scory
ilt,„
'tem be e Frei
USIZE
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AND Alt
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For infortne4ion, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot
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A oett Union Deoot
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Isay!.
There is no question about it

L. B. Ogilvie C.? Co.
has them all skinned this year in every
)
respect, and Iknow.

a

Santy knows, and so do we, for never before in the history of this
yES,store
have we brought together so great a showing of beautiful and
appropriate gifts. Very tiny sums will buy many really fine articles. The
extraordinary care we've taken in our selection and buying is responsible for
that advantage. But, although ‘ve will be glad to show you every gift in this
store, this NEWS FROM CHRISTMASLAND will put you on the right track.

-STORE PRIDE
Yes, we are proud of our store. We are proud of the kind of stocks we
carry. Now, human nature is the same; when you buy a thing at our store
you know:it's good; it has got to be. It gives you that satisfied feeling.
Now, when you offer a gift you want it to be good. You would not give a
thing to a friend and be ashamed of the place you bought it. Well, stop and
think; it costs no more to give an article with our reputation
back of it. Your friend knows as well as you do where that
article came from. The whole matter is this: Make your Xmas
giving a doable pleasure; let it come from the store with a reputation-061LVIE'S and you both will have that satisfied
•
•
feeling. Nuf said.

Sh&p Early
in the Dny.

- We have this year provided for everyone-mother, father, brother, sister, sweetheart and wife. Don't fail to see windows. Toys and dolls and in Fourth
street windows. The assortments are now complete, but cannot last long.
THE DAYLIGHT STORE-

vtedirapArateto•Rewite*Atesikes.42,-122,-12,../2•••"2•so:
- -- - - The Chattanooga will be in from I TA1KING TIME BY FORELOCIN.
Chattanooga either tonight or In the i
. morning.
!Devices County Grand Jury Instruct.
ed to Deal Severely With In' The John S Hopkins is due today.
cendiarism.
River stage 8.8. a fail of .4.
--Work on the dry docks is goingi
WILL BE HELD AT LONE OAK
Oweneboro. Ky.. Dec. 10.-The
; on rapidly and if the good weattete
NEXT SUNDAY.
River Stages.
Isom inues, all the beats that are now criminal term of the circuit met here
13.4 1.0 fallion for repairs, will be Entailed b)Aiiis Morning, and It was signalised
Cairo
3.5 0.0 tied the first of the year.
Chattanooga
by the Instructions to the grand jury
eferininall
10.4 0.3 fall!
on incendatrism and the instructiona Friendship Church Scene (4 istere4.
8.711- 2.2 fall
• Rvanevilte
said the men who talked or incited it
log Program for Ilietrict AssoV IOLATI NO; NI oil- LA W.
Florence
ciation.
2.3 0.1 fall
were criminals and should be convictJohnsonvi4Ie
5.1 0.2 rise Variants
for Tienty-Nineled and sent to the penitentiary. They
4.7 0.1 fall
Louisville
urged the grand jury to investigate
Chicago Hotel Men,
*
2.3 0.0 WA
Mt. Carmel!
not only acts hut words and threats
Folloair.g Is the program of the
8.8 0.0 it'd
Nashville
Chicago, Dec. 10.-Warrants wereas the best way to keep away from
Fifth and Sixth District Sunday
6.0 0.1 fall isstod today by Matrleipal Jaidice gad- this county the modern flood of ne
PKtaburg
4.9 0.1 fall ler for the keepers of twenty-nine crime that Is dikaracing other parts School association to be held- at Lone
'w St. Louis
Oak, Friendship church, Sunday,
8.7 0.3 fall large hotels, charging them with vio- of the state.
Mt. Vernon
December 15. at 2:30 add 7 p. m.:
Paducah
8.8 0.4 fall lation of he Sunday closing taw.
2:30-8ingiu g.
1.8 0.1 fall
rnsides
Tire warrants were sworn, out by MISS MOLLIE Wilk:ARV
2.7 0.0 st'd Dante; L. Croce, an attorney, who
Carthage
Devotional.
MCSTAINS OEVERE HURT.
_
promised 'prosecution in every tee^.
2:45-Purpose and Value of SunArnersg
the
hotels
named
In
bookkeeper
the
regular
warMcCleary.
Dirk
Fowler
made
her
Mollie
The
Ma0
day School Organizations---Bev. 43.
trip today with 5104) sac's of cern rants are the Palmer 11,011Fie. Audi- for the News-Dernocrat. fell at the W. Banks, president county associatorium Ammer. Lexington, Victoria, Auditorium rink last night and re- tion.
for Cairo.
Sherman, Grand Pacific, ceived a compound fracture of the
tonight
The Buttortf will he in
3:15-..A' Lesson From a Ribbon"
from Evansville and will leave to- Metropole, Strattford, Saratoga and 'left arm. :diss McCleary recently --Rev. William Bourquin, county
learned tat 4;kate and her fat) was Held worker.
morrow noon for Nashville.
caused by a couple brushing against
The Fulton passed up -the river
3:45---Report of Sunday School by
Jail.
.altionsit to Blow irp iIII.her.
After the injury was dressed by Delegates-New Hope, Maasac. Highlast night on her way to Louisville
Williamsburg, Ky., Dec.
from Cairo after a to wof coal.
BIire_ Dr. Sights, Mies McCleary Was ear- land. Lebanon, Belleview. Reedlrand,
The Clyde is due out of the Ten- arrest lam night of Talmadge
rind to her room at Mrs. L. E. Soule's Lone Oak, al. E. and Baptist.
nett, Francis (Wreath and Boyd Per- residence, 513 North Fifth street.
nessee tonight.
4: lia-Bneiness.
by
The City of Saltillo is due in to- kine on a warrant sworn out
4:30-Adjournment.
morrow night. She will leave St. Jackson Hamblin, jailer, Ibllows an
7:00-Devot:onal - Rev. T. B.
Two Bombe for Carlos.
attempt to blow up the jail here with
Louis t,h1g afternoon.
lomtiOn. Dec. 10.-According to Rouse.
night.
dynamite
Friday
The Royal went through to Ells
1:20-Vocal Solo-S. J. Billingthe Madrid correspondent of the ExDynamite
was thrown- almost
abethtowu for 26 tons of bran and
press, two bombs have been found ton
against
jail,
the
side
of
All
the
the
flour for Paducah.
7:30-Rev. W. J. Naylor.
the royal box of the opera
windows on one side were blown out,. beneath
Lisbon, where King Carlos
and Deputy Jailer Pleas Hamblin. house in
family will attend the opening of
who was inside Was knocked senseT Sect r lc
I
season
h e seasonDecember
' less.
1
with the bombs led
"ROKLAND"
The dynamite wry throgn on the wir4 connected
stage.
side where .1. S. OatlIff, former mar- th-tiffe tett Of the
When you hear the
stmt. Is einflned. He killed Osborn
The (
"hie* e'ectild
'
an' who was a
was suspected ot
Gilreath last May, and has been 'Violent republican,
breakfast b e 11-and
.committed suicide
sentenced to feurben years in the the -plot, and he
with a revolver
himself
'hooting
know steaming hot
hp.
'penitentiary-. Burnett Is a cousin
'snout to arrest
and Gilreath is a brother of the dead 110 the police were
buttered cakes a r c
Relieves at once and cures
man and the only eye witness to the him.
suspected ot
are
who
persons
ready to be eaten with
Other
permanently all coughs and
kinks.
have been
Giireath escaped from the Matte being implicated in the plot
affections of the bronchial
delicious
II
after being arrested. Burnett and arrested.
tubes.
Perkins were locked up.
Relief for Mete Adams.
Large Beide 25c
Spokane. Wash., Dec. 10.-That
Memorial Association.
taken to
Washington, D. C., Dee. 10.-The Steve Adams will not be
-it's not surprising
charges
of
the
answer
to
Colorado
trustee.; of the McKinley National
Money linek if not satisfied.
time at
that you get in such a hurry
Memorial association, of Which Jus- Milling Arthur Collins, for a
today. Jibig.
known
-for
Rokland is the most apmade
was
least,
president.
Day
is
betice William R.
petising suaary. old fashioned
gan a meeting at the Arlington hotel W. W. Woods. of the Northern Idaho
sugar house m01;01,411 made
today. it being the first meeting they Judicial district, said:
In the state of Louisiana.
"1" the district court of Kootenai
have held since the dedieation of the
If you have never used
"Rokland" order &gallon tomemorial at Canton last September. county dismisses Ike case of the stati
Drug Store.
vacitlot..
cannot,
in
Mama
I
day
against
and learn of HA delights
The matter of endorament and other
AT AEA,()ROGERS
quesitions are up for cOnalderation, enter the order."
Colorado,
s.
,Sherni Fitaps(rle k
Sole agents,Eastmau!s Kodaks
C.
coE, nictrihnter.
The teal problem Is not the coat of will prOtably retiree in a few days
SPA 1111Y1 W. s
vrittrUlt karrinv."
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Cherry Juice

COUGH SYRUP

ROKLAND

MOLASSES"

111 c PHERSON'S

•

8:00-The Needs of the Sunday
SHOT To DEATH.
School in the Country--Rev- J. R.
Stewart.
Piave. Slays Too Men Who ?Fried to
8:30-Adjournmenta
Rob Washington Presto/the. •
Executive Committee-Rev. T. B.
Rouse, president: W. T. Harrison,
Winlos*, Wash., Dec. 10- Two
vice-president ; Keener Rudolph.
men, who had attempted to rob the
porstoffice here early today. werq
ARRIVES IN ihoNooN.
cbaved by a pose, aurroundecl in the
Emperor William alueb Improved woods and shot to death. Their
names are not known. Before being
From His Rest Cure.
London Dec. 10 -Emperor W11
Ham, of Germany, who has completed
his rest cure at High Cliffe castle, arrived in London teday for three days
of sight seeing. He lunched with
Kiqg Edward at Hurringham pata-,
at /bon and, later took ap his
erubassy.
deuce at the
German
where he will stay until Wednesday.
The emperor looks to be in splendid
health.
On Wednesday Emperor
William will leave for his home. It
its his intention to visit Queen Wil
helmina in Holland on his way back
to Potsdam.
Clarksyllic Tearer°.
Clarksville, Tenn., Dec. 10.--The
receipts in the Clarksville tobacco
market during November were 49
hogshead, sales • 241 hogsheads
shiPmrente 730 hogsheads. Total
stocks December 1 .were 30,7 hogsheads, of which buyers held 12.5 hogs
heads, and spellers 182 hogsheads.
The receipts during the past week
epee 19 hogsheads, and sales 20
hogsheads. The market was strong
and unchanged. Unfavorable weather has caused receipts of loose to
baoco to be very light. The following
prices for the weed are quoted; Low
lugs, $6 to $6.25; _common lugs,
$5.50 to $7; medium lugs, $7.25 to
$7.76; good lugs, $8.010, to $8.5.0'; low
leaf, $8.75 to $9.75; common. leaf,
$9.50 do 210; mediuth leaf, $10.26
to $11; good leaf, $11.25 to $12.
Professor cherry Seriously Hurt.
Bowling Green, Ky., Dec. 110.Prof. T. C. Cherry, superintendeot of
the city schools and one of the best
known educators of the State. was
accidentally
shot
and seriously
while
wounded Satnrday afternoon
hunting. He and Prof. Clagett were
shooting quail and at the time of
She accident were separated in some
high weeds. -Nearly the entire load
from Prof. Chtgett's gun took effect
in Prof. Cherry's face and shoulders.
One shot penetrated the eye, and it
is feared has destroyfed the sight
Doctors say they are unable to determine yet., but there- is only slight
bolas of saving the eye.
rite Sun waiirtteSs..-7
1W

- -surrounded, ono of them shot and
eeriouals wounded T. F. McFadden, a
constable, who had accostecrtheni
'Semen Playing on Thin Ice.
Detroit, Mich , Dec. 10.-Two boys,
I;ewey Stoddard and Edward Gill,
were drowned in thl‘a nal joining the
Detroit and Ron
rives.pt
They had
been- play dig "folkaw-the-leador" oh
thin ice with William GO!. a brother
of Edward.

Christtn,as Siteerstions

Christmas Gifts for the Traveler
'
t ru'nk, bag, suit case, toilet set
A FINE
or otner articles made of leather are
very acceptable gifts for the traveler.
Selections arc already being made, and
it is an advantage, too, for- white our assortment is unusually large and select, there's
always a better choice early than late.
In our assortment you will find wardrobe trunks, steamer trunks, especially
designed ladies' and gen,tlemen's trunks,
cowhide*, leather and linen hoed; suit cases,
genuine alligator cases and bags, as well as
the popular. Oxfnrd traveling bag.
- Trunks $2.50 to $60.00
Suit Cases $5.00 to $35.00
Traveling Bags $4 to $25
aoalSOR0

00X elOisa

fITIE.REi

OUT
rAENS Ant,50‘t 5 3a°/WO BROADIANI
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Your clothier for 39 1-ears.
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